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earch for bombing
victims nears end
By PAUL OUEARY
Associated Press Writer
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — Recovery
crews found anotherbody in the wreckage of
the federal building today, what could be the
last day of the search for victims of a terror:ist bomb.
When they leave, relatives of the victims
will be allowed to have a *final, private
remembrance at the site.
"It's almost over," said police Sgt. Lynn
McCumber, one of just a half-dozen workers
who dug through rubble _Wednesday. They
found the body of two adults and one young
child Wednesday, and another victim was
found today, bringing the-death toll to 147.
About 25 people are still missing. The
search could end by this evening, Assistant
Fire Chief Jon Hansen said.
- Investigators continued • to Pursue thousands of tips in the natiOn's deadliest domestic terrorist attack, but the hunt for John Doe
2, the second suspect in the April 19 bombing, remained unsuccessful,
At a news conference in Washington,
Attorney General Janet Reno admitted she is
disappbinted that John Doe, 2. hasn't been
caught, but denied the FBI is stymied.
"The bureau. has a large number of leads
and is pursuing each lead," she said. Calls

•

to the bureau's hotline, in the case,.
1-800:905-1514, have, topped 14,000. But
she'acknowledged, "At this point John Doe
No.- 2 has not been identified::
Two drifters whose travels had seemed' to
connect them to Timothy McVeigh, the only
person charged so far, were arrested Tilesday
at a Missouri motel.-,The men,. Gary Alan
Land and Robert Jacks, were -released 18
,
hours later.
Land and Jacks were subpoenaed to testify
before the federal grand jury in Oklahoma
City investigating the -bombing, a Justice
Department official said in Washington. The
officia), who spoke on condition of anonymity, explained that this was done-as a precaution because the penalties for lying to a
grand jury are higher than those for lying to
an FBI agent._
.
Jacks, 60, initially told reporters he didn't
blame the FBI, but later criticized the agency
in a television interview. •
"All those morons tiad. to do ... was call
that room ... had me walk outside the room,
have Gary walk out- there .and they could
have restrained us.
'Instead, we got stiotguri :t:irir.t.; us i.
•See Page 2

BERNAK KAN.
,,,••
MEMORIAL TREE: Six day care centers in Murray banded toother to plant a tree in the Murra?-Cal
Park in memory of the children who were killed in the Oklahoma 00 bombing. Day care operators FieTna
and Kellie Harlan (right) were among several who decorated the tree with black ard wn.te
'
s;:ne; donated by Heritage Monuments, is also at the site.
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KIRIS Testing
Local teachers divide awards School officials support tests
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
As the academic year draws to.
a close for the local school systems, students are completing
their responses for the 1994-95
KIRIS tests.
Meanwhile,, teachers are still
waiting to cash in on the monetary rewards promised diem as
part of the state's school accountability program.
Reward, money for Calloway
County teachers is expected to be
distributed Friday, while Murray
teachers will receive their funds
as soon. as information is verified

trict offices.
by the district's central office.
The 1994 General Assembly
Calloway . County received
authorized the' distribution of 5351,735 in reward- money that
$26.1 million for rewards to
was.divided as follows based on
schools and - districts in which
a vote. of the teachers at each
there were drathatic increases in . school:
student performance on the KIR.North Elementary received
IS tests between 1992 and 1994. S86,022 based On, 34.80 staff
A total of 480 schools and 42
members and designated it as
district offices with 14,126 certiteacher bonuses.
fied staff members have received
'Southwest Elementary
$25.5 million in rewards.
receiVed S43,308 based on 29.20
Locally, the Kentucky Departstaff members and designated it
ment of Education paid$345,251
as bonuses for teachers, secretato teachers in four of the county
ries and instructional 'aides, as
schools and the three city
schoOls, in addition to both dis- •See Page 2

By AMY WILSON.
Staff Writer
While many of Kentucky's
teachers have cashed in on
'rewards is part of the state's
school accountability program,
attention has focused on the reliability of the Kentucky Instructional Results Information System (KIRIS) tests.
"The KIRIS test is valid if it
tests what we want it to test- andthe answer in my mind is that it
doei",` said Murray . Assistant
Superintendent Dr. Bob Lswis.
"Efforts-arc being' made to make
it more reliable by inserting other

"This is an educational revolution
and I've been
around too long not
to realize that
change .is _taking
place."
Bob Lewis
. (Assistant Superintendent)

KIRIS tcts .ir
ial
because tiler-, :Jr:
cr
"multiple-guess- quest;
Arid
more open -e
"They are hard :•r to
they paint a truor p. •.• ' .1
child' alalit. oilit ji;• , .`•
keep a re.o)rd
:.t
from
'
It,
Arhig t a r.:;,."
Edusation
Boy sen d tstr i hu tc.1
achninisiratiirs. -ttic
•
can be Lon
i‘
tool for lt.'s1111.!
.•'

open-ended questions."
Lewis emphasized that thc • See Page 2

Students' Russian trip
was scientific retreat
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BEANARD KANF Loogn,,
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SOUND CHECK: Members of the Louisville Symphony Orchestra practice prior to Wednesday's per.
formance of Mahler's Fifth Symphony in G minor. The crowd of more than 1,300 gave the orchestra three
ovations upon the completion of this piece
4
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By EL GOLD
10,000 residents in southwestern
bread lines. tie hot!
-Staff Writer
and TV drld
Russia.
"And ,A0
'Students from that region visThe Calloway County Environin %kith ths.
mental Research. Team went to ited Calloway County in January
a chus Fie
Russia to test the water and study and stayed with American fami..;
Sonic oi the
lies.
families
The
of
same
those
legacy
the
of pollution left by the
Russian students. served as hosts. trouble %kith rii7it111.',.:
former Soviet Union.
though. 1 he "Ru.•,.,;,
They found pollution, bu,t the for the •Calloway group. '
"They were. very nice, very
dated
five Calloway County High
School students and their teacher generous and very protective," out 01 ser,I.e.
only in the cal i r
.0.1
also found friendly, caring people McDaniel said.
"If you cleared your throat,
the e‘ening.
not so different from. themselves.
ot
Representing Calloway County they -thought you were ill and
v.hen things ‘ki: Like tor ...ranted,
were Andrew Falwell, Kelly wanted to take to the hospital,"
like the elcr is
a1,1
dtcr,
Felts, Kristine Hokans, Allison Felts added.
didn't v.ork.), V att
t -Hut
Other U.S. participants stayed
Mc.DapieL'Andrew Pardue and
,,of RU>Stephanie Wyatt, a CCHS in Rostov, a much larger city.. was ICI"! ClIthafa,,if.
sun ho.t."
"We were the only group
teacher.
The group from Calloway was selected to live a rural life,"
- While in t .1 l-)orictsk. the
part of a 60-student contingent Wyatt, said.
(TitS student s used kn.. proAlthough some of the everydav
from the Tennessee Valley region
sided 11 the
!).N. ision
to visit Russia in an educational -i-ttrxuries • of life in the United 01
ts,
th.it
exchange program sponsored by States were missing,,the student. ,crvod1
dimg
, 'Western Kentucky University. said thy found life in
h.r t!
•
CCHS was the only sctiffol cho- Donetsk' far from rustic..
I ire
,`
ir \Wal
'
l • ('
i
s k•
sen from Kentuekr
•
"We didn't see any of the s
Ni.
)rinyS
0111 ,1.•,1
The Calloway group stayed in
reotypical things you hear about,"
.Ust-Donelsk, a town of about Falwell said. "There were no long
• See Pigs 2
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Coming Soon

•Tests...

Frie

Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Sunday • May 7
Worship: 9 a.m. • Speaker: John Dale
Bible Classes 10:15 a.m.
Lunch & Fellowship To Follow Bible Classes.
If you do not have a church home, please join us.

Attended Nursery • Everyone Welcome!
—

zC We are proud to use (D7
K<9
611AN recycled newsprint.
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sample population," he said.
"When the test is normed, that
measure — hOw much students
means that if the best students
know and how much they can use
got 50 of 100 questions correct, I
what they know."
could answer 26 correctly and be
While the cash reWirds were
listed as above average.
based on scores for the 1992-94
"These kind of tests give an
tests, students are already com- inflated estimate of students' perpleting the KIRIS tests for 1995. formance," he said.
How well they do will deterThe KIRIS tests, however, are
mine whether the schools remain criterion-standard tests, which
successful or whether they will
means .that the students have to
be penalized.
apply what they have learned
Much criticism has focused on rather than simply recall
the validity and reliability of the information.
KIRIS tests. In fact, one area
"For our kids to be knowledgeschool district has decided to able, they have to be able to
reinstate national standardized answer questions on a higher
tests to compare knowledge of level and not only regurgitate
students nationwide.
facts, but apply them," Lewis
However, Lewis said those said.
kinds of tests are not realistic.
In the Murray school system,
"My professional opinion is test money that had been set
that the Comprehensive Test of aside was used to administer the
Basic Skills (CTBS) served a KIRIS tests to all students,
purpose when we in public edu- instead of to just the fourth,
cation were in the business of eighth and 12th graders.
selecting out students," he said.
In the Calloway school system,
Instead, school districts are the writing portfolios have
focusing on the idea that all already been scored and the stu"children can learn'at high levels. dents are in the process orcom"In order- to do well on the pleting performance events.
CTRS, you have to be able to
"We arc on target with the
recall a lot of information," Lew- KIRIS assessment and the teachis said. "We were good at that ers seem to be pleased," said
and parents received a nice print- Ronnie Walker, instructional
out of how their child did on the coordinator for the district. "Pertest.
sonally, I am pleased with ,the
-"Rut-the
:
Achilles heel--is that. -results.these tests are normed on a
Walker noted that teachers

FROM PAGE 1

from Southwest Elementary and
Calloway County Middle School
recently went to California for a
conference and during the meeting, they were used as resources
cause of the strides Kentucky
has made in education.
"In 1990, I didn't see that we
would be able to implement all
the strands of KERA," he said. "I
am pleased with where we are
with the primary program and
with technology. We have gone a
long way in getting it
implemented."
Walker also praised the teachers for their willingness to make
changes in their methodology.
"I am pleased at how well the
teachers have transitioned," he
said. "They are much more comfortable -with the new
approaches."
Lewis said the teachers have
had to focus on cooperative
learning.
"The philosophy is no longer
that 1 as a teacher am a fountain
of knowledge and kids can drink
if_they want to learn -or fail if
they don't," he said. "This is an
educational revolution and I've
been around too long not to realize that change is taking place.
"There are some neat things
going on," he said. "We didn't
invent KERA in 1990, we simply
identified methods on the state
levet that-we wanted-to trse in our
public schools."
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Prices Good thru May 9, 1995

•Teachers...

359
Deck or Porch

9"x2:1" Concrete

Pier Supports

Splash Blocks

BUDGET BAgIST
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery St Set Up
Single-4 wide -door
8 x 8
64 sq ft.

.8 x 12
96 sq ft.

••11

18x 16, '•
128 sq: ft

8750 8950 81,150

IS
Lei 101°

939

(Mews%

..0

5 Gal. Black Top

*Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included* I

_Filler/Sealer

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY

759-1390
- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884
Monday-Friday 7:30-6; Saturday 8-4
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only! • Other Locations: Benton & Lake City

FROM PAGE 1
well as payment for a reception
and tee-shirts for bus drivers,
cooks and custodians.
•.Calloway County Middle
School received $63,330 based
on 42.70 staff members and
designated it as teacher bonuses.
*Calloway County High
School received $122,627 based
on 54.80 staff members and
designated it as teacher bonuses.
Because Calloway was also
designated as a reward district,
the central office received
$29,371 based on 16.60 staff
members and designated it as
bonuses for those who,arc labeled
as district personnel which

includes the central office staff,
bus drivers, cooks at the preschool center, maintenance
employees and bus- garage
employees. •
The ,Mayti
Treatment Cm,
ter for Boys, w ch is considered
an alternative school and part of
the school district; received
$7,077 based on:four staff
members.
—
Murray received $193,516 to
be divided as follows based on a
vote of the teachers:
.Murray High School received
$38,913 based on 28.76 staff
members and designated it as
teacher bonuses.
.Murray Middle School
received $83,449 based on 34.86

it

staff members and designated it
as teacher bonuses.

Ev.
set
Thi
Exl
23:

.Murray Elementary . School
received $63,868 based on 26.68
staff membss_antLdesignated it
as teacher bonuses.

.me
bec
cas
reg

Since Murray was also designated as a reward district, its central office received $7,286 based
on 3.50 staff members and voted
to divide the funds as staff
bonuses.

din
Scl

"Some
the teachers who
have classified _aides will give
them stipends," said Dr. Bob
_Lewis, Murray assistant
superintendent.

•Search...
FROM

PAGE 1

the face. We haven't (lone anything, you know. And I don't
feel, I don't feel too good about
this," he told ABC News.
Asked Why his attitude had
changed, Jacks said, "The more 1
got to thinking about this ... I
shOuldn't as a citizen have guns
pointed at me. They had no propevidence, they had no type of
an arrest warrant. ... 1 hadn't
done nothing."
The two confirmed they were

fr

Parker Ford His the #1 Best Selling
Truck, Car and Vehicle in America!
1995 Taurus

• asked to testify before a grand
jury, and motel managers where
Land and Jacks had stayed said
the FBI continued to inquire
Wednesday about their activities.
Also today, The Dallas Morning News reported that authorities
were trying toenhance the image
of a pickup truck license plate
captured on 'videotape by a camera in the car of the state trooper
who'arrested McVeigh. The truck
pulled- over when McVeigh was
stopped for a traffic violation 75
minutes after the bombing, the
paper said.
The camera in the car caught
the image of a brown pickup that
"clearly pulled over and stopped
when Mr. McVeigh stopped,"
'The Daflas Morning Netts quoted
a source as saying.
Officials also told • the paper
that a blue pickup with a camper
shell closely resembling one'
owned by McVeigh's Army buddy Terry Nichols was seen by at

least six witnesses at the rural.
Kansas lake where investigators
believe the bomb may have been
built. Nichols is being-held -as a
material witness in the case.
Other developments:
—In a court filing, McVeigh
disavowed two Houston lawyers
who said they were hired by his
family to represent him. One of
the lawyers suggested McVeigh
was being manipulated by his
court-appointed defense team.
—In -Decker, Mich., radio station WLEW reported that federal
agents again searched a farm*
owned by Nichols' brother
James, who is being -held on
explosives charges unrelated to the bombing. An FBI spokesman
in Washington would not confirmthe report.
—Oklahoma 'City aid officials
asked donors to send cash to pay
for counseling and other services
instead of food, clothing and teddy bears.

•Russian...

The #1 Best Selling
Car i,n America

FROM

PAGE 1

levels of pollutants caused by
grourid water contamination.
Community leaders subsequently stopped using them as.
sources of drinking water.
While thegroup members
agreed this was probably their
greatest accomplishment during
the trip, they also valued the
exchange of culture and the
experience of travelling to a foreign land.
- "It gave me a different perspective on the lives of people

1995 F-Series
The #1 Best Selling__
Truck and #1 Best Selling
Vehicle in America

Quality, Craftsmanship, Performance and Quality...
That's What Ford Cars and Trucks Are All About.
Stop by and see the best
Cant' Beat Our Selection.
FORD
Can't Beat Our Service.
selection of, new and used
MERCURY
Can't Beat Our Price.
LI NCOLN
vehicles in the area.
Shouldn't you Think Ford First?

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mereury

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
7-5-2
-- Cash 5 •
5-7-15-23-34
Pick 4
6-3-7-S
Lotto
17-27-29-36-37-42

701 Main St • Murray, Ky. • (502) 753-5273

Sponsored by.

around the world and in the
U.S.," Pardue said. "Now we can
better relate to the people when
we hear news about Russia. We
can put a face with the people
affected."
Before returning to the United
States, the group visited Moscow,
where they toured the Kremlin
Armory Muscuni, rode the Moscow Metro subway -system and
attended a . Russian opera.
The group.has planned an allday workshop for May 5 in the
Calloway County High School
library.
"We -hope to let people sec
what we're doing here," Hokant
said. "We want people to see the
difference we can make in a community and the changes we made
in Russia."
The workshop begins at 8:30
a.m. and continues throughout the
day.
The Public -is invited to attend .
any or all of the seven planned
sessions, Wyatt said.
The students's who iva also be
available in coming %vans to
give preseplal.ions to local civic
grolps,, will present exhibits "and
discuss. environmental conscrns
in the Murray area as well in
Russia.
•
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Paper presented
Dr. Mark Malinauskas, director
thing at different times. Directors
of Murray State University Honors
need to know this and they need to
Program,recently presented a paper
know what the sign means at diffeat the Southeastern Theatre Conferrent times in the changing society in
ence in Norfolk, Virginia.
which they operate."
The paper titled, "Directing For
Malinauskas has also been
the Theatre When All Else Fails,"
elected treasurer of the Southeastern
addresses current directing training
Theatre Conference, The group
programs which sometimes fail to
consists of 3,100 active theater
recognize semiotics.
members involved in 10 southeastSemiotics deals with the science
ern states. The conference comof signs and culturally bound symprises several divisions of theater
bols which can be used to ensure
includi
ng college, community and
clear communication. An example
children's. Malinauskas' duties will
of scmiology is hair, a physical
include auditing, niaintaining and
body construction, which has been
preparing an annual budget.
characterized as having several cultural meanings.
, In May, Malinauskas plans to
"In the 1960s we experienced a
lecture on semiotics and an actor at
hair revolution, with long hair repthe International Federation for
resenting a-free-flowing spirit," Ma- Theatre Research in Montreal.
Calinauskas said. "On the other hand, nada. The federation promot
es'
the short hair styles of today signify
theatre research and encourages
that on a whole, we are well
international ties between organi/agroomed,or even somewhat conserLions and individuals working in
vative."
other countries. Researchers, practiIn all of this hair is a sign. It is
tioners and theorist from more than
something which says something of 40 countries will attend
the conferthe individual,znd-it Irvine -some.-

Local photographers
featured in exhibit
it

18
it

1-•

The Fine Arts Camera Club of
Evansville and the Evansville Museum of Arts and Science held the
Third Regional Juried Photography
Exhibition Award Reception, April
23rd, at - the museum.
This biennial event, with cash
..merit awards totaling $5,575, has
become one of the premiere showcases for talent in the tri-state
region.

were submitted from Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois, with only 137
firing accepted, 21 of whiCh - were
children's photographs.
_Jackie W. Jones of Murray was
the only Kentuckian to win in the
Black-and-White Division. He received $100 from the Indiana Arts
Commission for his photo entitled
"Dancer_ S," which earned an Honorable Mention.
Dorothy Alice Swann, also of
The juror was Jeffrey A. Wolin, Murray, had one
work accepted to
director of Indiana University's hang in the Color
Division of the
School of Fine Arts; Bloomington. :!xhibit, which
runs through May
Six hundred ninety photographs 14th.

The Arts& Humanities.
There's something in it for you. -

JULIE GUSTAFSON

. Julie Ciu:tason-,--daughter of -Dr:-------Nerner-r-Julte---sttrti.V1IJIETTJT4 t
- Jon and Lynne Gustafson of Murwhen.she Wati five iffid has studied
ray, has been accepted to.the Kenballet for a tOtal of seven years.
tucky Governor's School of _the
The past two seasons she has
. Arts.
studied with Ms. Nerney. Her prior
She will attend the Schcx)I with
teachers have been Miss Fli/abeth
18 dancers from around the state
Ross."fillsa, OK and .%1 iss Christine
who successfully competed in final
Donald. I ake. Oswego. OR. Julie
auditions held in Louisville recenspends 15 to 21 hours weekly at the
tly. She was invited to the final dance stulio taking
class, rehears
audition after a regional audition at
mg and tea:Jung young daniCE,
Murray State.
-1 love the V. ay our studio corn
After attending the Governor's
bines intensive training with a
School this summer,Gustafson will
Eric ndly. helpful and encouraging
return to the Briansky Saratoga
atmosp
here." says 1/
14.1iss Gustafson.
Ballet Center in Saratoga Springs,
New York. The New York City
Julie 'will' be performing wall the
Ballet will be in residence in SarWest Kentucky Ballet Company
atoga at that time. She has also
Saturday, May 6 at 8 p.m. in Robert
received an invitation to .the MilJohnson 'theater on the Murray
waukee Ballet School PreprofesState carripiis The West Kentucky
sional Dance Program in MilwauBallet is-a newly formed non- profit
kee, Wisconsin_ after competitive
arts ore:MI/alum providing western
audition.
KerillICky with its wily classic
.
al
Julie, 15, is a sophomore .and
ballet company. If you would like
attends school at home. Julie is a
more information concerning the
serious student of classical ballet.
West Kentucky Ballet or the upShe studies and performs with.the - coming performance,
please contact
West. Kentucky Ballet Company artistic directo
r Nancy Nerney at
under Artistic Director Nancy -Z. .759-1445

GRAND OPENING

She is' a Luce
stirt-iit • •
c hinge pr(bgrain part].
1'
won the Worrier) ot \Lit, I.
•NA.i1L1 ,1;1 I a I , r .r
aA.in.1 Atter grallimon,
to Lontintie painting
while te,k br irt
[II

9 MONTH CD

Featured in the (*tiros Cent/.
Gallery from May 1-11. will he thr
baccalaureate work of Rebecca Ft III
nett.
•TOuring hours at the Eagle Gal
lery are - Monday. Wedne,sday and
•Friday Ka m. to 6 p_rn .Tuesday
mi.!
'Thursday g a in to 7:30 p iii
Saturday 10 a.m to 4 p m and
Sunday I to 4 p M. Touring hours
the ('urns Center Gallery are. %in
day through Friday from 11 a m 0
10 p.m_ and Saturday and Sunday
noon to 10 p m

Sunday, May 7 at 5 p.m., win as well as others who
no I r,
WKMS-FM 91.3 will broadcast a Corwin productions -duringremembrance of V-E (Victory in
War II. Two well-known liaerp.-r,
Europe) Day. The 50th anniversary
include film director Roller A
retrospective includes the original
and journalist Studs -halo',
broadcast of Norman Corwin's raWK MS-FM broadcasts ne-A 5 . Iii
dio masterpiece "On a Note of formation, cultura
l and cracrtjty,
Triumph" and other wartime writ- .ment progra
ms to western K,-ntiik .
ings.
and surrounding state:- trim MLirr.r.
"On a Note of Triumph" was first
State Universii
broadcast on May 8, 1945,signaling
the surrender of Germany. Heard
by over 60. million Americans. it
was the most-listened -to radio
drama in. U.S. history. There are
The K'"
comments from writer-director CorNetwrerv

isigalitilittlipbousime
ollingHills
urser k,

407
N. 12th. St.
Murray

753-1725
retifire I

andsiliping

Open Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.

Azaleas

Selected Shrubs
$200

All Colors
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD "
Minimum
Depositlif $1.000.
Each depositor
insured to $100,000.

;(l

ONE MORE REASON TO BANK
WITH YOUR HOMETOWN BANK

is

ic
id
is
in

arts degree. III art edu..
,1
German at the Mas
ment In addition to MI iie ti ,••
art. she is also an aiAonlpii,t, •
athlete As a member ol V.;ior
State..traLm and cross- c mum
Burnett has reLeived thi Ni
Dei_zree of Completion A ALI .1',
has twice been prescill
eil
Medal of Honor bir
s
athletics

WKNIS to remember V-E Day

Special Offer

fi
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Murray State University's Eagle
Gallery is currently displaying the
works of the 1995 student art exhibit, which will-last through May 11.
The organization of Murray Art
Stadentt are-sponsoring ihe exhibition Of student work.
The upper level of the Eagle
Gallery will feature the,baccalaureate exhibition of Karen !licher
Smith from May 3-11. The exhibition of Michael Hines' baccalaureate work, previously scheduled to
be on display from May 17-26. has
been postponed.

Dancer art school bound

:s

0
It

1.aildsc ape paintings done on site
by painter Rebecca Manner Burnett
may be seen in the exhibition, "The
Light of Life." at Murray State
University's Curris Center Gallery
May 4-1 I.
"A few of my paintings combine
elements of landscape with surrealism." explained Burnett. "But, my
major focus in the past year or more
has been the on-site kuidscape.The desire to catch energy.and
light on canvas, as well as the
challenge of capturing movement in
nature, are the motivations behind
much of Burnett's work.
The daughter of Diane and Jim
Mizener, of Downers- Grove. III ,
Burnett will receive a bachelor of

Student art displayed

Is

1Ie

Landscapes shown

PeoplesBank
The Hometown Bank

$500
Off
3 gal only

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. Effective date
is May 1. 1995.,..,

.;
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Azaleas
Japanese
Rose

Happy Hour
Friday 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

-15010 Off Storewide
__ New Shipment
of Tropicals

MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC

'
MAIN OFFICE,5TH & MAIN • NORTH BRANCH,12111&
CIIESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH,I 111-1 & STORY • MSC;TELLER MACHI
NE,CURB CENAR
PHONE;767.2265
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Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Agency seeks donations
Dear Editor:
For the next three weeks,the Murray-Calloway County Rescue Squad
(DES) will be holding its annual fundraiser. Representatives will be
going door to door collecting donations for the Rescue Squad.
I am aware that there is currently a problem with scam artists in and
around Calloway County. But let me assure you this is not one of them.
Our representatives will have a signed letter of authorization by
Rescue Chief Ronnie Burkeen. If they do not show you this letter then
they are not your Rescue Squad.
Remember,wtare not in any way affiliated with the Calloway County
Fire Department. We are the county-recognized Rescue Squad as voted
on April 13 by the Calloway County Fiscal Court. We serve both Murray
and Calloway County in meeting any rescue needs that may arise.
Finally, we do not receive any tax dollars,so our fundraiser is the only
means of income. Your money is put to good use for paying monthly
bills and buying and updating much-needed and very expensive rescue
equipment.
Ronnie Burkeen, Rescue Chief
Murray-Calloway County Disaster Emergency Rescue Squad

Broadcaster stirs ire

FORUM
Fill in the LBL blank
The voice at the end of the
telephone line had the usual
request.
Would the newspaper assign
someone to cover an event? This
particular request was from Land
Between the Lakes and involved
a helicopter and a tornado
ravaged area.
Sounded interesting, and
besides, how often do you get to
ride in a helicopter?
.As we worked out the details,
the voice on the other end suddenly paused in mid-sentence and
asked, "You're the one that
writes those editorials aren't
you?"
One treads lightly after such a
question. His voice sounded neutral. There was no hostility or joy
in his voice — just mild
curiosity.
After answering yes, he said
nothing more about it. But it left
a question: has the writting been
directed or completely
misdirected?
It is difficult to be articulate
about LBL because there is no
clearly defined enemy. Enemies
are definitely important for a
planned attack.
And you always need someone
to blame. What good is all the
venting if there isn't anyone to
blame?

'Gina Hancock
.iedger & Times managing editor
In the last two years, things
nave changed at LBL. TVA officials have been much more
"clued in" than some column
writers.
Former Congressman Tom
Barlow tried to warn and prepare
me for the mood in Washington.
That mood is to cut.
And cut the House did — with
a saw of $17 billion. Of that,
funding for TVA's nonpower
programs were reduced by 3.5
percent. In the past, LBL
received about S6 million of the
S140.4 million in federal
appropriations.
Barlow tried to warn me and
TVA didn't bother with warning. Officials there just went
along doing what they had to do
— battering down tree trunks,
securing dams and lying low.
And scaling back.
The "scaling back" that has
been under way, as well as the

attempts at "commercialization"
has been going on because TVA
got the message.
Maybe to head off bigger cuts,
TVA initiated its own.
My poison pen has been
directed at TVA not understanding the motivation behind its
actions and worried about LBL's
survival.
But now even I have gotten the
message.
TVA officials say they can livc
with the 3.5 percent reduction.
The organization has taken
some hits in recent Congressional
hearings. Its "non-power" group,
which includes IIBL, is not considered "separate" by our elected
officials. It is vital to make that
distinction.
Now word comes that TVA's
entire $140 appropriation is under
attack. This is just the first round.
The TVA Caucus, which
includes Kentucky Congressman

Dear Editor:
All are very upset over the evil bombing in Oklahoma. President
Clinton spoke of this hate on our airwaves and he is so right! We can hear
this over our own radio station.
Yes,right here in good ole Murray. We need to stop this violence and
live as Americans should. Please listen to the afternoon and late night
shows by this person, Chuck Harder, and if you object as I know you
will, contact the radio station and ask them to stop these broadcasts with
him.
Lillian Robertson
211 South 13th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Ed Whitfield and senators Mitch
McConnell and Wendell Ford,
has written to the budget chairman. The group makes the argument that TVA's non-power
group performs chores that are
required by federal law and
would have to be performed by
other federal agencies.
More and more such talk of
cuts and TVA's overall role
brings up two questions: 1)What
is LBL's future? and 2)Should
LBL remain within the TVA
system?
It seems unrealistic to think
that if Congress cut all funding,
that Gov. Brereton Jones ot TVA
Chairman Craven Crowell will
set up an auctioneer's block at
Homeplace 1850 and start parceling out land back to the original
owners.
But that doesn't mean that
those former land owners have
any less of a stake in that land as
do we all.
Framing the questions may be
the place to start. But as long as
there is a leadership vacuum, the
miscommunication will continue.
So what will it be? The ax, a
new name tacked over LBL's, the
status quo, what?
It may be up to the people of
this region to fill in the blank.
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ANALYSIS-

Babbage continues
to chide politicians
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
Details of a television ad by Bob Babbage, Democratic candidate
for governor.
- Commercial: "Lottery." 30 seconds.
Consultant: Grunwald, Eskew & Donilon.
Content:
•
Announcer: "1988. The lottery is passed on the promise it will
go to education and senior citizens. Instead the politicians put the
money in the General Fund. Bob Babbage has a real plan to change
that. Babbage is the only candidate for governor who'd put the lottery money in a separate fund to pay for colle,ge scholarships based
on merit. Two years of vocational training for any high school graduate. Low-cost prescription drugs for seniors."
• Babbage: "We made a promise when we passed the lottery. It's
time we keep it."
Announcer: "Babbage, governor."
The commercial opens with "1988" in bold black and white
over the announcer's voice. It then shows part of a newspaper
advertisement that was paid for by the political action committee
that supported passage of the constitutional amendment needed to
enact a lottery. The ad asked, "Who benefits from the Kentucky
Lottery: Our schools. Our senior citizens." The state .Capitol is
shown with the words, "The politicians put the money in the General Fund," superimposed over it. Various scenes of Babbage in
campaign settings follow. The announcer's words are also printed
on the screen. The ad closes with an invitation on the screen to call
for a printed copy of Babbage campaign material and an 800
number. (
Wallace Wilk'inson ran for governor in 1987 on the lottery. Bab:
bage figures he can do the same thing. Babbage's political consultant is a protege of Wilkinson's. This commercial panders to a continuing misconception among some in the public about the destinatiOn of lottery money. It blames "politicians" — and spits out the
word like it was foul — for taking lottery money and spending it
on something as suspicious as the General Fund. Again, these are
practically the same words and tactics used by Wilkinson when the
General Assembly declined to earmark lottery money.
But when Babbage was auditor of public accounts in 1991, a
management study he conducted of the lottery seemed to endorse
the idea of putting lottery money in the General Fund and warned
of the problems faced in other states when earmarking was. done.
In that audit, Bahbage blamed "political advertising" for the
notion that the lottery money \would go to education and senior
.
citizens.
The General Fund pays for virtually all operations of state government„from the 63 percent that, goes to education through environmental protection, prison operation and even Babbage's salary as
secretary of state.
And Babbage's continuing derision of "politicians" is noteworthy Babbage has held elective office since he was 29 when he won
1,
a seat on the- t!exington Fayette Urban County Council \
he's running his*third statewide camp"aign and has been on the
public payroll full time for eight years more than anyonc running
for governor. Most of his work experience outside elected office
has also been in the public sector, priinarily at the University of

Kentucky.

WE MUST I3E RU1'041.1314 IN USING OUR
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION ,SKiNHEAD,

`TRUE,LARD1301)1-4E WoutD Nor WAIr
To sTIR uPTitE I DICK FRINGE,'

The evil that men do
President Clinton accurately condemned those . who _killed innocent•
',pen, women and children in the
bombing of the Oklahoma City
Federal Building as "evil cowards."
In doing so, he invoked a word —
evil — that has suffered in recent
years from lack of use.
When Ronald Reagan applied the
word to the Soviet Union -- "evil
empire," he called it — sophisticated commentators were shocked
that a word they regarded as crude
was employed by a national leader.
But what other explanation satisfactorily describes such a despicable
act or a soul-destroying government
that causes men and women to sob
in grief and others to declare their
lives,,drained of meaning and joy'?
Great writers have grappled with
the concept of evil -- Shakespeare's
"the evil that men do lives after
- .them:the good is often interred with
their bones" - - and popular culture
explains it with such notions such as
"Who knows what evil lurks in the
hearts and minds of men?" and such
movie symbols as Darth Vader.
Acknowledging the existence of
evil - not just evil people but evil
itself
is a prerequisite to understanding and controlling it. Denying that evil exists, and that it is a
proper metaphor for the worst kind
of behavior, ensures that.evil -will
prosper.
The dictionary is °Borne help. it
defines evil as "morally reprehensible; sinful, wit.kW, arising from

CAL'S THOUGHTS

Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
actual or imputed had character of
conduct." This presumes a standard
of good conduct against which evil
may be measured. It also indicates
that evil begins in a heart and works
outward and is not created by one's
circumstances or environment.
Such a notion contradicts most
modern teaching and philosophy.
Evil is as old (older, really) than
the second chapter of Genesis where
God instructs Adam,"You arc free„
to eat from any tree in the garden;
hut you must not cat from the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil, for
when you eat of it you will surely

die." If evil existed at the time of
Creation, this suggests that evil and
its author came before. Is this what
New York Times columnist Bob
Herbert was getting at when he
wrote of the Oklahoma City
tragedy: "Erom what universe beyond the one that most of us inhabit
does this kind of evil arise?"
Will this horror teach us anything, or will we allow the shock to
subside and eventually, be able to
look back on it with detached' and
emotionless hindsight?
Those who would do such evil
things show the capacity of hu-

Just drop us a line .••
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone 'numbers will not be _published). Leiters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doubleispaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any lettor and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Mum'Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

•

manity uncontrolled by the restraining influences of an inner power and
a culture that believes evil must not
only be resisted but opposed. While
we have always had with us those
who would kill the innocent, rarely
have we thrown a party and celebrated the killers and the profit
potential of their acts. Even now
there must be lawyers jockeying for
the position of defense counsel and
thinking about exclusive rights to
books and movies. The 0.J. Simpson trial has shown us how easily we
can forget aboin the innocent dead
and focus instead of the side issues
and non-issues as we pay homage to
the cult of celebrity.
Once God defined the norms of
our society, but we decided we
could do a better job. To speak of
evil requires a knowledge of its
opposite, good,and good's Author.
Otherwise, evil is simply a label we
apply to actions a majority likes the
least at a given moment. This
floating "standard" is not permanent, but for the moment only,and it
can be changed or shaded when
public opinion requires something
new.
A nation that rejects a universal
standard eventually experience's an
Oklahoma City tragedy. If hate
groups are proliferating, if evil
seems ever more the norm and not
the exception, perhaps it is time to
re-examine the old values and seek
the One who defines good.
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Murray-Calloway Swim Team
sign-ups scheduled at library
Sign-ups for Murray-Calloway
County Swim Team summer session will be Sunday. May 7, from
2 to 4 p.m. and Monday, May 8,
from 7 to 8 p.m. at Annex of Calloway' County Public Library.
Parents should bring medical
insurance information for their
swimmers. This sign-up is for
current team members as well as
new recruits.
Swimmers must be the age of
18 or under.and able to swim one
pool length. The team will prac-

Freedom Fest yard sale Saturday
Freedom Fest Spring Citywide Yard Sale will be Saturday, May 6,
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. Maps with sites of yard sales and descriptions
of items to be sold are available for $I at the Murray Tourism Commission office at Commerce Centre, 805 North 12th St., Murray, on
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Saturday from 6 a.m. to
noon. For more .information call 759-2199.

Fern Terrace plans yard sale
Fern Terrace Lodge will participate in "West Kentucky's Biggest
Spring Citywide Yard Sale" on Saturday, May 6. Persons are invited
to set up your own booths at Fern Terrace. Contact Lou Jean Pierce,
753-7109, for information.

HOSPITAL REPORT

Murray Middle plans yard sale

Suzanne Carole Steele
and Stuart Earl Eicholtz

Murray Middle School will have a yard sale on Saturday, May 6,
from 8 a.m. to noon at the school at Eighth and Main Streets. All
proceeds. will go toward the preservation and restoration of Waters
School House in Murray-Calloway County Park. This is a project of
MMS and funds are needed to continue with the school project.

Steele-Eicholtz vows
will be said May 20

Humane Society needs donations
' Donations of items for the Humane Scoicty's annual yard sale will
be accepted Friday, May 5, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Annex of
Calloway County Public Library. Individuals needing assistance in
delivering items to the Annex may call 762-6334 to make other
arrangements.

Lutherans plan yard and bake sale
A yard and bake sale will be at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th
and Main Streets, Murray, on Friday and Saturday, May 5 and 6,
, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. The public is urged to attend.

Need Line needs pantry items
I

Need Line has listed some items needed for the pantry this week
to fill the food sacks for the clients. These include tuna, canned
meats, instant milk, rice, dry beans and peanut 4utter. These may
be
' taken to the Need Line office on the bottom floor of Weaks Community Center between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.
.r

Republicans to meet Saturday
Calloway County Republicans will meet Saturday, May 6, at 9
a.m. at Shoney's. All interested persons are invited to attend.

Wranglers Club plans club show
Wranglers Riding Club will have a club show on Friday, May 5,
lat 7 p.m. at the club grounds. This is for members only, but memberships will be accepted all year long and are good through Dec.
31, 1995. Thiny-eighteciasses will be featured in the show. For
information call Gary Ahart at 437-4838 or Kenneth Conner at
437-4763.

Murray Middle School PTO will sponsor its annual fundraiser,
"Spring Fling," on Friday, May 5, from 5 to 7:30 p.m. at the Middle
School. A chili supper will be from 5:30 to 7 'p.m. Tickets will be
sold at the door.

Fire Dtstrict No. 5 will meet
Calloway County, Fire Protection District 5 will meet Sunday,
May 7, at 3:30 p.m. at No. 6 station near Lynn Grove. Residents of
, Eire Proteigion District No. 6, Harris Grove and Hazel, are invited to
attend this meeting.

Ballet performance Saturday
West Kentucky Ballet Company will present a premiere performance on Saturday, May 6, at 8 p.m. in Robert Johnson Theatre,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University. Tickets at S5 for
adults and 53 for children and senior citizens will be available at the
door.

Oaks Couples -plan bridge
Oaks Couples will play bridge on Saturday, May 6, at 7:30 p.m,at
Oaks Country, Club. Those not registered and wishing to play, call
Pam and Jerry at 753-9673. All member bridge players are invited to
' attend.

Blood River plans revival
Blood River Baptist Church will have revival services starting
Sunday, May 7, and continuing through Thursday, May 11. The Rev.
Larry Purcell, pastor of Bandana Baptist Church and teacher at MidContinent Baptist College, will be the speaker at services at 6 p.m.
Sunday and 7 p.m., Monday through. Thursday. A special showing of
the movie, "Jesus," will be at 7 p.m. on Friday, May 12.

Ledbetter plans homecoming

•

Ledbetter Baptist Church will have its annual homecoming on
Sunday, May 7. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m.
service with Sunday School at 10 a.m., fellowship meal at noon, and
gospel singing that afternoon. The pastor and members invite the
public to attend.

Gamma Chapter plans meeting
Gamma Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma Society, International,
will have a business meeting and luncheon on Saturday, May 6, at
, 10 a.m. at Lake Barkley Lodge, Cadiz. The program, "What is Delta
Kappa Gamma and Why Are We Members," will be presented by
the membsss. Vanda Gibson, president, urges all members to attend.

Racer banquet on May 7
Murray State University Racer Basketball Banquet will be Sunday, May 7, at 1:30 p.m. in Curris Center Ballroom. Tickets are S12
per person. For reservations call Men's Basketball Office at
762-6804.

hiatteD (W.
20% Off
Storewide

Al and Lillian Steele of Antioch Road, Springville, Tenn., announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Suzanne
Carole - Steele, -to-Stuart Earl EicholtZ of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mildred and Dave Sanders
of Elkhart, Ind., and Pearl B. Steele of Warsaw and the late James 0.
Steele.
The groomelect is the son of Betty Scott of St. Petersburg, Fla.,
and Ted Eicholtz of Fort Pierce, Fla. He is the grandson of Sylvia and
Earl Eicholtz and Doris Scott, all of Paducah, and the late Norman
Scott.
Miss Steele is a 1989 graduate of Henry County High School, Paris,
Tenn. She received her bachelor's degree in fashion merchandising
from Murray State University in 1993. At MSU she was a member of
Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority. She is the manager of Northern
Reflections, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Eicholtz, a 1988 graduate of Northeast High School, St. Peters,
burg, Fla., is an electrical engineering student at Murray State University. He is employed by Wal-Mart inr,Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 20, 1995, at 4:30 p.m. at
Temple Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.
A reception will follow in the - Lafayette R(xim of Best Western
Travelers Inn, Paris.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding the
reception.

LIBRARY NEWS
By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Directorr

MMS PTO plans fundraiser

New Items
Arriving Daily!
Primitives • GO Shop

By Way of the Grapevine
121 South to Oki Sokol ILI

We had requests for -a book on
Yellow-Green Vaseline glass. It
sounded bogus to me, but if they
were willing to collect it, we
ought to be willing to get a book
on it.
Guess what! Yellow-Green
Vaseline glass turns out to be
quite charming. It's a medium
yellow glass that shows flashes of
green fluorescence under, natural
light.
Sunlight, candlelight, gaslight
all work. Incandescent or fluorescent light doesn't. It's a stunning
effect .that's due, to the uranium
salts used to give the glass its
yellow color.
EEK! URANIUM!? Isn't' it
(gasp!) RADIOACTIVE? Yep,
sure is. Not very radioactive, but
enough to makc a Geiger counter
tick.
There's not all that much uranium in it to begin with. And, the
glass itself is a good shield, so
you only see the activity from the
atoms near the surface. You
wouldn't . want to sleep next to a
large meat platter on a regular
basis, but it's safe enough to have
in the house.
The neat thing about Vaseline
glass is that it's still being made.
It's scarce and exPensive (the
EPA and OSHA both get 'real
tense abut molten glass filled
with uranium.) But you can still
find it. Is it real Vaseline glass?
If it fluoresces green, it's Vaseline. If it doesn't, it isn't. (I love
it when it's simple.)
By the way, the Vaseline name
stuck to the glass because of the
very smooth surface finish on
most of the pieces. In an effort to
cut costs, the manufacturers used
worn dies and very high pressure
presses which made the glass
look like, well, Vaseline:

The book is Yellow-Green
Vaseline: A Guide to The Magic
Glass by lay L. Glickman. '

Carousel by Eiclva Plain, Despcraw Measure,', by' Fern Michaels
(in large Lye). Sue Miller's The
Distinguished Guest, and All We
Hold Dear by Kathryne Lynn
Davis (it's the sequel to Too
Deep for Tears) are all in this
we.ek.
• • • •
Get an early start on your summer reading!

THERE'S NO EXCUSE
FOR DOMESTIC VIOUNCE.
•'1 r

1-800-777-1960
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Distnissals

John Ashley Petrie, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Marsha C. Phillips and Jesse E.
Krech, Hardin;
Calvin L. Paschall, Puryear, Tenn ;
. Lila T. Braddy, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Franklin Reid Finley, Wt. Rhonda
E. Crass, Mrs. Nellie Fay Merrell,
Charles Woods. Mrs. Gertie Bell
Downs. and Mrs. Elsie W. Parker, all
of Murray.
Mr
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Landon H. Keesee and Mrs Alma
Odelle King. Murray.
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Acrylic Special
$30 Reg $37
—Good Thru May 31 —
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Closed Sat. & Sun.

1

.Nail Connection

'If your nails aren't becoming to you—you should be coming to me!'
211 Maple St.
Jere! West - Owner
751;9560

•15% Cash Discount on
all Prescriptions
*Computerized Records
•PCS •Mediment
•BC-BS •Paid State Aid
•Health & Beauty Items
•Hours: 8-6 M-F: 8-5 Sat.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph,

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Every Friday Night!

SHRINER'S BINGO
Early Bird Bingo 6.00 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

NEW LOCATION - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

ial_r

01CM

* $1000 Letter H
Jackpot Every Week

Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers

You're Invited To Attend
CCHS CLASS OF '85 10 YEAR CLASS REUNION
Executive Inn, Paducah
Saturday, June 24th, 1995
S50.00 per Couple
7 p.m. -Social flour 8 p.m. Supper (Buffet) 9 p.m.-12 a.m. Dance
To reserve a Hotel Room 1-W0-86-3636 (Mertion CC1 is for dts.ol.ni)
Make Cheeks Payable To. CCHS Class Of 1983
Send To: ‘'ona Gallimore
Route One, Murray; Kentucky 42071
We must have your cheek by Nlay 15th for Supper orders!!
Hope To See You There!!'

4

NOW THRV MOTHER'S DAY
ID
1 11.111.
Dinner Special
Lunch Special
6 pz Sirloin TWA
8 oz, Ribeye Steak
Choice of
Potato
and
Texas Toast

50

tra‘el headquarters''
1105 Poplar Streets

•

We are pleased to
announce that
Sharon Fandnch ltincittsur,
rrcent bnie of
Steve itinchester,
has selected china bit Nor
Itake, crystal and flatware
by corkun from our
brutal regtstry.

Trevor Douglas Allen, Mrs. Melissa
Little and baby girl, Roy Franklin Hurt
and Haynes Wilson, all of Benton;
Charles Benjamin Sharp, Fulton;
Miss Amy D. Kepner, Dexter; Mrs
Susan T. Nanny, South Fulton, Tenn.;

Call You Sweetheart.
The face of a beautiful murder
victim is showing up on other
women. The victim's husband js.
rotting in the slammer while
some nut case is using plastic
surgery to copy his dead wife's
face over and over again.
The spooky part is that no one
really wants to see the case reopened. The original murder trial
was a breeze. The prosecutor had
all the answers and the . defense
attorney wasn't even sure what
day it was. Hubby gets convicted
and everybody's happy.
Could something be wrong
with this picture of swift and sure
justice? Mint: Yes.)
• • • •

es:c7-15),/
1
49
.

and Dale, Murray;
Stamper baby girl, parents, Kimberly and Ronny, Benton;
Barnett baby boy, parents, Kim and
Gary, Murray.

• • • •
We're knee-deep in fiction this
week!
• • • •
First, there's Mary Higgins
Clark's newest thriller, Let Mc

"CARNIVAL CRUISE SPECIALS"
' 'vvonr

Three newborn admissions,
dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, May 2, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Owens baby boy, parents, Leslie

I

Choice of
Potato
Salad Bar, &
Texas Toast

-Christopherrs
Open 7 Days 10:30 co.•9 p.n.
1.ternros from !Ugly Wigigly)

$770
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Citizen
Discount
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South 12th • Murray
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Lice one/tour per day. Monday
through Friday, beginning June 6.
Older swimmers will practiLe at
7:55 a.m.; younger swimmers at
8:55 a.m. Practices are generally
held at Murray -Calloway County
Park Pool.
Fees are as follows: S60 first
swimmer in family: 550 second
swimmer; S40 each additional
swimmer in farnil. There will be
a SI() late tee assessed tor
registrution alter May 8. Team
swimsuits are available at
Dennison -Hunt with girls' suit. at
S40 and boy s' at S20.
For more information contact
Debbie Schmeckpeper, 753-9369.
Or Tom Green, 759-4635.
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Saturday, May 6, all of the Murray Area Girt Scouts will have a bake
sale and craft fair from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. The different booths will include the Bake Shoppe, Boutique,
Home Decor, Kids Kloset, Paper Products, School Spirit, Holiday Time
and Summer Fun. The local Daisy, Brownie, Junior, Cadette and Senior
Girl Scouts, their leaders and parents have worked hard making crafts
and food to earn money for the Murray Girl Scout Cabin and their individual troops. Pictured above are the girls In Junior Troop 1337 working on wreaths for Holiday Time.

Hays is promoted
Stephanie Jo Hays of Nashville, Tenn., formerly of Kirksey,
has been notified of her promotion to state Legislative Auditor
III, where she is associated with
the State of Tennessee Division
of State Audit.
Hays is a 1987 graduate of
Calloway County High School

Jennifer Olson

Nick Helton

ANNA-MARGARET CUNNINGHAM photo

and a 1991 graduate of Murray
State University.
She is the daughter of Jim and
Janice Hays of Kirksey. Her
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Bowerman of Kirksey,
the late Willie Wade Joseph, and
Mrs. Ann Hays of Murray and
the late Curtis Brown Hays.

Art scholarships are
given by department
week of intensive training and art
experiences.
The workshop will be conducted by Dale Leys and Beatriz
Arnillas.
Leys received the Master of
Fine Arts in drawing from University of Wisconsin and- is an
exhibiting artist with solo exhibitions nationwide.
Arnillas received the Master of
Fine Arts at University of Kentucky and was awarded the
"Scholar of the Year" from the
Peace Education Organization.
For off campus and commute,
the workshop fee is $190 (inclues
tuition, insurance and all educational materials). The students
will be in morning, afternoon and
evening sessions with planned
and supervised activities such as
swimming, movies, tennis and
dances.

The Creative Arts Department
of Murray Woman's Club are
awarding two scholarships to
attend the Continuing Education
Art Workshop at Murray State
University, June 4-9.
Recipients are Nick Helton of
Calloway County High School
and Jennifer Olson of Murray
High School.
The purpose of the scholarship
is to provide students that have
exhibited an interest and ability
in art with the opportunity to
further their education through a

Fringe
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A Special

Gift Baskets

Mother's Day
Contest

Specializing In Professional,

one page or less write to us and explain why your mother deserves the TAMPER PACKAGE."
Your Mother Could Win:
• New Hair Style
• Pedicure
• Manicure
• $25 Hair Care Products
• $25 Nail Care Products
• $25 Gift Certificate from
Betsy's Hallmark and
Pier 1 Imports

Occupational and
Special Occasion Baskets
Honor That Special Person In Your Life.
National Nurses Week May 6-12
Paducah Community College Nursing
Graduation May 8
Murray University Nursing Graduation
May 18
Mother's Day May 14 ---Send Your Child's Teacher An Appreciation
Gift Basket

• Facial
• 300 Minutes of Tan Time by
Wolff Tanning
• Lunch for Two at Dumplins
• $50 Gift Certificate from -D.K Kelley
• Free Portrait by Oakwood Studio
• Free Bouquet by Humdinger's Florist

Marilyn Starnes Walker, R.N.B.S.N.
Owner
1-800-489-2022
(502) 489-2020
Delivered Across Town or Country

Send in your letter before Friday, May 12
.
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604112+
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Murray High Tri Alpha officers for 1995-96 are, from left, standing,
Danielle Glover, Karen Green, Sabrina Kneebone, Leah Christensen,
seated, Sarah McNeary, Carroll Christopher and Aiyson McNutt.

C.

at

Murray High Tri Alpha
honors Glover, Russell
Danielle Glover, a junior,
daughter of Jere and Dan Glover,
will serve as president of Murray
High Tri Alpha during the
1995-96 school year.
Assisting her will be Karen
Green, daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Tom Green, vice president; Sabrina Kneebotte, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Phil Kneebone, secretary; Leah Christensen, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Christensen, treasurer: Sarah McNeary,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Paul
McNeary, chaplain; Alyson
McNutt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ron McNutt, social chairman; and Carroll Christopher,
Danielle Glover Is 1995 Lulu
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ron
Young Memorial Award recipient
Christopher, service chairman.
given by- Murray High Tri Alpha.
The new officers were installed
Monday evening, April 24, at
been engraved on a plaque which
Murray High School by the folis on permanent dispIay in the
lowing retiring officers:
school.
Lori Cook, president; Erica
Mary Ann Russell, who has
Rowlett: vice president; Mary
been associated with Tri Alpha
Maddox, secretary; Tracy Pervine, treasurer; Sara DeMeo, for 35 years, two years as a memchaplain; and Angela Fairbanks, ber and 33 years as sponsor,
social chairman. The service announced that Jane Blankenship
chairman, Rachel' Cella, was out would become Tti Alpha sponsor
in the fall. Lori Cook, the retiring
of town.
The ceremony followed a dinpresident, presented to Mrs. Rusner honoring the senior members sell a gold locket engraved "Tri
and hosted by the junior . Alpha 35 years."
members.
. Tri Alpha is a SCINiCe club
Danielle Glover was named
affiliated with the Kentucky
recipient of the Lulu Young
Youth Association of the State
Memorial Award, having been
YMCA. Membership is open to
selected by the junior members as all junior and senior girls who
the junior member who best maintain a .scholastic average of
exemplifies the Christian stan- 83 and who are interested in
dards of the club. Her name has school and ...ornmunity service.
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Askin, Boeschel, Miller will
receive degrees at Louisville
LOUISVILLE — Three local
students are among 2,000 students who are expected to participate during University of Louisville commencement ceremonies
on May 13 at 1:15 p.m. at Freedom Hall at Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center.
They are the following:
Deanna K. Askin will receiye
her bachelor of arts degeree./ A
1989 graduate of Calloway County High School, she is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.D.
Farris of Murray;
Susan NI. Boeschel will receive
her juris doctorate degree. The
wife of Robert James Boeschel,
she is a 1976 graduate or-Mayfield High School and a 1985
graduate of Murray State
University;
Jeffrey R. Miller *ill receive
his doctor of medicine degree. He
is a 1982- graduate of Mruray
High School and received his
bachelor of science in biology

SMUTS
Murray
of

Mother of the Bride/Groom
Large selection of one and two piece in „chiffon,
crochet and brocade in sizes 6 to 18, $80c4 to $200ce.

Bridal Trousseau Registry
$2000 Gift Certificate for the Bride
when she registers and brings in her
announcement from the newspaper.

Early Spring
Dresses &
Pant Dresses

1/2 to 2/3

Off

ARD'EN

is coming!

All Spring
Suits

Women's
14-22W & 1x-3x
Coordinates

from Murray State University in
1990. His wife is the former
Sherry Alexander of Murray:
Miller is the son of the late Joe
Rob Miller and the late Patsy
Lawrence Miller, and is the
grandson of Mrs. Trudy Miller of
Murray.

Muni

‘Julie Davis
gets award
Julie C. Davis has been recognized for academic achievement
as a United States National Honor Roll Award winner.
A student at Murray Middle
School, her biography will appear
in the United States Achievement
Academy Official Yearbook published nationally.
She is the daughter of Diane
Davis of Murray.
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Especially for Mom
Blouses

$89.99

$99.99

10 Karat, 2 - 6 synthetic stones

1/3 on

1/3

on

1/4

on

Derby Weekend Special
Friday, Saturday & Supday Only

Pick a horse from our derby entries for an extra 15% to 40% savings.
(excluding shoes, cosmetics & promonorl'al items)
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9:30-5:30, Fri. 9:30-8:30, Sat. 9:30-5 & Sun. 1-5

Offer expires May 31, 1995
Family Jewelry special offer is ofiron synthetic stories. 14kt is
available at a special retail price of $119 99 (1103) and
$129.99 (1106)(2-6 synthetic stones). Additional charge or ring
sizes above 8'/I. Genuine stones are avai1aIe_ for these styles.
Ask jeweler for more details
Order By May 5th Per 111!.ither's Day Delivery)

J.T. Lee, Jeweler
Dixiplund Center
759-1141

Monday -Friday
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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tLOOMING BARGAINS'
FOR MOTHER'S DAY vu'
Pick A Petal And Receive

110

r
Ne- 1

20-30o,50'off

Your Purchase

Now Thru May 13
•

./4gf

406 South 12th
Street
• • Murray, Ky.

LENON ,S HALL photo

PASCHALL GRADE SCHOOL students are pictured on Aug. 8, 1934.
They are, from left, top row, Densll
Paschall, Freda Baker, Brent Hall, Densil West, Lucille Carroll, Johnie L Smother
man, J. D. Outland, Jimmy
Key, Lowell Key, Loretta Jones, Bedford Wilson; middle row, Joe Thomas Foster,
Preston Kuykendall, Clover
Carroll, R.B. Rogers, Hershel Key, Bula Carroll, 011ie Hall, Brinda Key, James Howard
Kuykendall, Tellus
Carroll; front row, Hugo Wilson, lAilta Baker, Joe Baker Ray, Winnie Lou Jones, Calvin
Key, Lenon Hall
(teacher), Max Smotherman, Emma Zella Key, Doyle Humphreys, Martha Sue
Smotherman, Robert Lassiter
and Christine Key.
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TODAY
CALENDAR

•

Thursday, May 4
Effective Schools. Committee of
SclUtfiWrist- Calloway Site-Base Decision Making Council/6 p.m./school
cafeteria
"Speakeasy" at' Murray High School
- Library/7 p.m.
Girls Soccer organizational meeting/
Murray High School/7 p m.
Divorce Recovery Support
Group/7-8 30 p.m 'Westside Baptist
Church. Info/753-5584.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p m ."Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 759-1884 or Nancy,
753-7405
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting.7 p.m./Xiard room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
into. 753-3862.
Music Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/rehearsal/7
.. p nr club house
Pet Therapyi3 p m.-'Calloway County
Public Library.
German Shepherd Dog Club of West
Kentucky 7.30 p m./Calloway County
Public Library
One by One Singles Ministry/7
p al. /Youth Center, First United
Methodist Church Infoi753-3812.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
am -4 -pm Info/753-0576.
Murray Women of the Moose Board
rneeting 7 p m and Enrollment/8 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Greater Hope Baptist Church events
include Youth Activities/5:30 p.m.,
Prayer and Bible Study/7 p.m. at Main
Street Youth Center
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
p
St. John Episcopal Church events
include E.ening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo's- Catholic Church events
include R Cl A -7 p in /Gleason Hall:
.Knights of Columbus meeting/7:30
p m 'KC Hall.
First Christian Church events include
Singles Study -Support Group/7 p m.
Christian Singles/7 p.m /at 800 North
36th St Info/Joan, 759-1345, or
Richard. 759-9994
Murray TOPS #469/weigh-in/6
p-fn meeting:7 p m 'Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn..7 30 p m 'Farm Bureau Building,
Paris Info- Kennith Broach, 753-3580
AA and Al-Anon closed meetings/8
p m /Senior Citizens Center, denton
Info:759-9882 or 435-4314.
Murray Kiwanis Club:6 p m /Sirloin
Stockade
Murray •Civitan
Club/6
p in Christopher s Restaurant.
Cadet Award 13-4;310 pm /Freed
Curd Auditorium, Collins Center, Murray - State
Jeff Williams satophone student
recital 8.p rn Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State Free
and open to public
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a r 11 - 4 30 p m Info. 762-3383
Mery Griffin Theater .3 45 p m 'across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metropops 1;1 Info 1-800-935-7700

Friday, May 5
'Angela 'Rena Noel and Ricky James
Miller wedding/7 p.m./University

Church of Christ.
May Fellowship Day potluck salad
luncheon/10:30 a.m./First United
Methodist Church, sponsored by
Church Women United. Public invited.
Hardin Days' Celebration opens with
country music show and Little Mr. and
Miss Hardin Day pageant/7
p.m./Hardin Community Center.
Murray Middle School PTO fundraiser, -Spring Fling," including chili
supper/5-7:30 p.m. Tickets sold at
door
Yard and bake sale at Immanuel
Lutheran Church/8 a.m.-3 p.m. ,
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities:
Weaks Centerlopen 8 a.m -4 p m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast:8:30 a m . Bridge Club/1
p.m
Wranglers Riding Club Show for
members/7 p.m
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.a. Info/753-0576
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and Al-Anoni8 p.m./open to
newcomers/American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN,
Murray Moose lodge events include
dance/8 pm.
"Recharging Your Batteries"
program/11 a.m.-1 p.m. and 4-6
p.m./Mason Hall Nursing Building,
Murray State. Info/762-1249.
Paige Gross, soprano, student
recital/8 p.m /Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State.
Wrather West Kentucky Museurh/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:30 pm
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/7.30'p.m./across
From Players Riverboat Casino, Metropolis, Ill Info/1-800-935-7700.

LEXINGTON — Cathesine
Hurt has been initiated into Omicron Delta Kappa, a national
leadership honor society at the
University of Kentucky.
Hun is a junior majoring in
marketing. She is a graduate of
Murray High School.
She is .the daughter of Harold
Hurt and of Catherine Hurt.
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Bull Slam to benefit rodeo rider
Murray State university student
Jerry Gilliam is learning first hand
the value of friendship. Seriously
injured in an auto accident earlier
this year, Gilham is rebounding to
resume his previous lifestyle as a
rodeo competitor,and fellow members of the MSU Rodeo Club are
helping him fulfill that goal.
Bull Siam '95, a benefit production sponsored by the MSU Rodeo
Club will be presented this weekend
at the West Kentucky Exposition
Center with performances at 8 p.m.
nightly, May 5 and 6. Proceeds
from the event will be donated to a
fund established to help offset medical expenses incurred by Gilliam.
The accident occured as he was
returning to Murray after promoting
an annual event for his university
fraternity (Alpha Gamma Rho)on a
morning radio show in his hometown of Hopkinsville, Ky. His
injuries resulted in the loss of his left

leg.
"It's just something we knew we
should do," explained Jay Sheets, a
sophomore from Farmington. Mo.
who ropes with Gilliam -on the.
Murray State rodeo team. Sheets
says this is the first benefit that the
club has coordinated,and there was

no hesitation in the decision to do
riding event will feature around
"Jerry needed help, and we felt we fifty bullseach night, with a purse of
should provide it."
$500 in added prize manly. The
Besides gadienng monetary as- stock is provided by BIZ Rodeo
sistance, Sheets and another MSU Company of Eminence. Mo., which
roper, senior Matt Buffington from also supplies stock for the national
West Frankfort, Ill., worked directly intercollegiate rodeos held at the
with Gilliam to help him regain the Expo Center. Lee says that budridindependence of horseback riding ing is always a popular rodeo event
and competitive roping. Sheets and the public should expect to see a
said,"Jerry wanted to rope again,so
we designed a type of seat belt that
helps him maintain balance while in
the saddle." Sheets said Gilliam's
GEORGETOWN, Ky.(AP) -determination is even more remark- The Kentucky
Council on Higher
able since he resumed this activity Education will
spend $74,882 on
only five weeks following the acci- a study to tell
it where — or
dent which claimed his limb. He is whether
— the state needs
due to be fitted for a prosthesis soon. another engineering
program.
Julie Stoner, rodeo club treasurer
The council unanimously
from Sikeston, Mo., said that Gil- approved hiring
MGT of Ameriliam will be returnint to his studies ca,a Tallahassee,
Fla., firm, at its
in animial science next fall and meeting Monday.
The consultants
plans to resume his spot on the were told to study
the state's
rodeo team in the events of team engineering schools,
interview
roping and calf roping. She said Kentucky firms about
how many
hosting the Bull Slam is one way engineers they needed
and
that the team can show their support recommend whether the state
for his return.
should back any new programs.
"The bulls brought in for Bull
The council had voted in JanuSlam '95 will be some ofthe baddest ary to hire a consultant to study
in the business," said Bruce Lee, the engineering education issue.
MSU rodeo coach. The total bull- Members said then that it would

show filled with exciting action,one
that the whole family can enjoy.
Tickets will be available at the
door at a cost of$8 for adults and $6
for ages six through twelve. The
Expo Center is located on College
Farm Road, one mile west of the
main Murray State campus. For
more information call (502) 7623125 or 762-6927.

CHE to study sites
be the best way to settle a controversy over whether the University of Kentucky and Paducah
Community College should start
an engineering program in
Paducah.
Murray State University has
argued that any engineering program should be based at its campus. It formed its own partnership
with the University of Louisville.
Council chairman Jim Miller
said the council would probably
visit Paducah for a public hearing
on the issue. But the study, which
must be completed by Aug. 31,
will provide council members
with facts and not just _opinions,
he said.

Those attending ths convention were: front row-Tonya Wells, Rebecca MOM
Laura Hamlet, Karen Nolcox, Jeanie Doughty, Tina Huffer, and Shirley
Robinson (instructor); back row-Melody Erwin, Esther Tharpe, Stacl Lewis,
Rhanda Miller (Instructor), Rebekah Peebles, Rhonda Howell and April Willi*.
Rebecca Mott placed second In Medical Spelling.

HOSA members meet
HOSA members recently represented Ky.Tech Murray Center at
the state convention.
There were 12 members and two
instructors that attended the Health
Occupations Students of America
17th annual meeting held on March
16-18 at Louisville. The event
theme was,"We may not know what
the future holds but we know who
holds the future."
Each member entered a compel i-

tiveevent and attended a workshop.
'The events they participated in were
Medical Math, Medical Termi-.
nology, Medical Spelling, Prepared
Speaking, and the Talent Competition.
The LPN class of 94-95 has been
recognized for 100 -percent membership in HOSA. HOSA helps to
develop social well-being and leadership skills in each individual.

Cobb presents paper at
joint physics meeting
601.
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Dr. Stephen Cobb, chairman of vative and interdisciplinary underthe department of physics and astro- graduate curriculum.
"The talk focused on this ,tinique
nomy at Murray State University.
recently presented an invited paper program's ability to combine a set of
at the 1995 Joint Meeting of the core courses in physics, chemistry,
American Physical Society and the mathematics,and computer science
American Association of Physics with a set of specialization courses,"
Cobb said. "The area of specializaTeachers.
The meeting, held April 18-2I.in tion maybe technical or non-techniWashington, D.C., is an • annual cal, depending on the professional
event that brings together physicists goals of the student. As a result,
from industries, research laborato- graduates from MSU's Engineering
ries,. and universities world-wide. Physics program have enjoyed sucThe conference offers sessions on cess in a diversity °Melds including .
virtually every'field of pure and engineering business, communicaapplied physics,as well as symposia tions, medicine and law," Cobb
on physics education and the role of
In these times of concern about
universities in the preparation of
the employment opportunities for
- professional physicists. •
Cobb's presentation, titled "Phys- traditionally educated physicists. •
ics as the Foundation for a flexible the Society desired to demonstrate
and Responsive Alternative to to a national audience a progratri
Traditional Career Preparation." ,with a proven record of professional
highlighted Murray' State's Engi- placement. As a result, the Engineering Physics program which was neering Physics concert is now
recognized as an otostanding inno- being considered- as. a model by
several major universities who arc
interested in developing programs
resporkive to needs of students and
employers." Cobb said.
The presentation, co-authored by
Dr. Buford Anderson, Dr. Louis
Beyer. Dr. Do—n Duncan, and Dr.
William Maddox, also emphasized
'the ability of the program to respond
to student demand for education in a
particular field. The talk noted the
increased interest in engineering in
this region, and summarized the
history of the Engineering Physics
curriculum in successfully preparing students for careers as engineers
and systems analysis, Cobb said:
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TVA donates tank to OS&H
Training in the area of Confined
Spaces Entry and Rescue provided
- by Murray State University's Occupational Safety and Health Training
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Center has been strengthened h!,
TVA's recent donation of an under
ground storage tank. The tank
donated by Transmission Support

kparunent of the Tennessee Valley Authority located in Chaim,
nooga, Tenn. and is now in place at
the OS&H Training Center's training site on Hamilton Field.
According to Jimmie Quinn,
oit
training center director, the recent
donation is another example of
cooperative extensions between
Murray State and TVA. "The
OS&H Training Center provides a
great deal of training in the areas of
.hazardous material handling to the
Tennessee Valley Authority." he
says. "Once TVA learned of the
need,and by coincidence had a used
tank, arrangements were made to
solidify the donation, which even
included delivery via an 18-wheeler
at no charge." Once the tank arrived
at the site, additional assistance
came from a local company who
provided a crane to lift the tank from
the truck, hoist it over the fence and
The Occupational Safety and Health Training Center at Murray State place-it on the field. Now in place
University received a unique donation recently from the Transmission and ready for use, the tank rests on
Support Department of the Tennessee Valley Authority. Responding to a support timbers donated by Easterneed for additional training equipment at the Center, TVA made arrangements day Tie and Timber Company of
for an underground storage tank to be delivered to MSU's Hamilton Field Mayfield.
"The tank will greatly enhance
training site Jimmie Quinn (left), director of the center, explains how the tank
the
realism of Our training in Conwill enhance the realism of training in confined spaces entry and rescue to
fined Spaces Entry and Rescue
Mareda Stairs, electrician at TVA's Martin, Tenn. station.
ICSE&R I." says Quinn. Training in
this area is required by the Oixupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) for individuals
who are entering confined spaces as
titastanding African-American
part of "their job. The OS&H
day's banquet will be undergraduate
students at Murray State 141ov/el-say
Training Center offers CSE&R
students who had a 3A) grade point
ilI be recognized for their
training courses ofvarious lengths
average for the fall 1994 semester,
academic achievements at a Black
which will certify individuals that
graduate students with a 3.5 grade
Scholars banquet Thursday, krlay 4. point average for _the fall - semester.
have compiled, with .OSHA slap
:
Approximately 12(baliden1s will
dards.all graduating seniors: students with
be recognized at the banquet, ac"The OS& El Training Center has
a 3.0 cumulative grade point avercording to Renee Rowland,coordigreat success-in 'obtaining equipage or higher; students in the freshnator .of African-American Student - man,-sophomore, junionand senior - ment from mantifliturers and other
Services and Ethnic Programs at. classes with the highest grade point
sources." Quinn states. "This tank is
MSLI.
an example of the response we get
average; and new African-Ameri Brian ('lardy. a political science
when we work closely with safety'
can faculty and staff.
instructor at the I rniversity of Tenconscious corporate America."
"lessee at Martin, will be the guest
Murray Slate's deans are sponsor
speaker. Clardy received a master's
ing the banquet. _ The public n.
of public administration degree
invited to attend, hut reservation,
from Murray State in 1991.
are needed. To make reservation-.
Receiving recognition at Thurs1
call (502) 762-3155.
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Today's Sports

•

MURRAY

MIAMI (AP) — When the Miami Heat starts its
eighth season next fall, the team will have its fourth
coach. Alvin Gentry's brief tenure is over, according
to published reports. Gentry, 40, coached the team to
a 15-21 record after replacing Kevin Loughery during
a shakeup 10 weeks ago.

PORTS

III SOFTBALL: Calloway at Margie Co
Murray at Fulton Cy — 430
• TENNIS: Heath at Calloway — 4
Murray at Lone Oak — 4

4 30

KENTUCKY DERBY

horses — the colt Timber Country and the filly Flanders — won
both 2-year-old championships of
1994.
And Lukas is back in Kentucky
first brought Partez to Kentucky
with his strongest *hand ever, in 1981. Partez finished ninth.
despite career-ending injuries to and Lukas didn't win one until
Flanders.
the filly Winning Colors led
"I'll be hard-pressed for any. wire-to-wire in 1988.
excuses this year." Lukas said. . "It's fun to run in the Derby,
Lukas will saddle two colts, and it's realty fun if you think
Timber Country and Thunder
you have a legitimate chance to
Gulch, and the filly Serena's
win," Lukas said. "I've been
Song • in 'the big Derby field
coming here 15 years. I admit
Saturday.
I've had some horses I didn't
That gives him a record 26
think could do it, and for some,
lifetime Derby entries since he
the moon had to be aligned per-

This year, the entry of Timber
Country and Serena's Song
almost certainly will go off the
favorite, at 2-1 or better, and
fectly with Mars. This year, I've
Thunder Gulch, who will be
got a real shot."
entered as a separate betting
Lukas' can't-wins included the interest, also will have many
likes of Total Departure (20th in
backers.
1983), the filly Althea (19th in
"He's sort of the ugly stepsis1984), Real Cash (11th in 1990); ter here," Lukas said of Thunder
and Al Sabin (sixth in 1992). His Gulch. "He happens to be the
least-heralded of our group, but
astronomical outsiders included
he is not a horse without
the filly Life's Magic (eighth in
ability."
1984), Tank's Prospect (seventh
None of the Lukas horses are
in 1985), Houston (eighth in
without ability this year.
1989), and Dance Floor (third jp
Timber Country, who will be
1992).

Lukas running Derby trio

ridden by Pat Day, &scored an
impressive victory in the Breeders' Cup Juvenile at this same
Churchill Downs track last Nov.
5. He's failed to win in three
races since, including a fourth in
the Santa Anita Derby on April-8,
but Lukas attributed that, at least
in pan, to the racing surface.
Timber Country has worked
well at Churchill Downs, and
Lukas said, "It's my experience
that horses who work well here
run well here."
Timber Country is owned by
III See Page 11
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82
Boston
^
77
(Orlando leads series 2-1)

— ShaquIlle O'Neal. Magic. had 20
parts and a season-high 21 rebo.nds as
()nand° debated Boston 82-77 to take a *
2' .ead ri them best of-5 series

Utah.
95
Houston.
82
(Utah leads series 24)
— Karl Malone Jazz 'ad 32 Do is aec
,ebc,,nds as Utah beat Hoosto" 95-82
kr a 2-1 +sac
— Hakeem Oladuwon Rockets had 30
Darts. IC reboi.nds and tire blocked shots
b'ut HoL.sion still lost to Alta" 95-82
Thursday, Hay 4
•
New York at Cleveland, 6 pm fTNTi
Charlotte at Chicago 830 pm (7N7)
Seattle at LA Lakin, 930 pm (TBS0
Friday, 144py 5
pm (TNT)
Orranit it Boston
Utah at F4ouston 830 pm (TNT,
Del Harris who g,,ided the Los Angeles
Lakers to a '5 actoryr improvement this
season was chosen the NBA Coach ol the
Year on Wednesday
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway's Scott Earwood is caught stealing third base in Wednesday's game against Mayfield at the CCHS
field. Earwood was 2-for-3 on the day, including a two-run double, as Calloway won 7-2 to improve 10 12-7

Orlando comes up big in Boston
win," Magic coach Brian Hill who played like the old CelticsIt was going to be different this ing.4-for-19 in the final period.
said. "Down the stretch, .we down the stretch.
season. The Magic led the EastThe 'Celtics were led by Wilkdidn't rattle."
With Boston ahead 77-74, Nick
ern Conference with a 57-25 ins and Dee Brown with 16
'Leading 2-1 against the only Anderson, who led Orlando with
points each.
record. Then they handed Boston
playoff team with a losing record, 24 points, sank a- 3-pointer with
the worst loss in its 49-year his-' "Both teams played good
Orlando can wrap up the 1:10 left. Then Anfernce Hardatory, 124-77 in the playoff open- defense. Give them credit for our
By HOWARD ULMAN
best-of-5 series Friday night in way soared to block Dominique
er. But the Celtics pulled a 99-92 missing shots," said limo Radja
.
.
AP Sports Writer
what will be the last Celtics game Wilkins layup with 46 seconds to . upset Sunday, only
Orlando's who had 15 points for Boston.
at Boston Garden if they don't go. And Shaquillc O'Neal got the 'third home loss of the season
BOSTON (AP) — The Orlando
"You can't blame anyone on our
Magic can win • the big games, advance to the second round. go-ahead basket on a followup
"Monday we were so down team. Everyone gave evc,rything
They move into the new Fleet- dunk with 28 seconds remaining.
after all.
and out that I think if we had to they got."
•
Center next season.
"I'm on a great team, whether
play that day we would have lost
of
made
proud
team
"This
me
With, so much going against
Alsb Wednesday night, Utah people give us credit or not."
by 50," said Hardaway, who had the way they played," Celtics
them' — an enemy crowd, a
beat Houston 95-82 to take a 2-1 said O'Neal, who had 20 points
16 points. "We knew if we lost coach .Chris Ford said. "These,
seven-game road losing streak, lead in their series.
and a season-high 21 rebounds.
this game, we'd have more pres- guys helieve they can beat the
poor shooting and a 3-Boint defiTonight, Chicago can close out
sure on us Friday than we've ever
cit ssith less than two Alums left Charlotte 'athome, while New "We showed a lot of heart in the
last few minutes."
had."
O'Neal picked up his third foul
-- • they didn't -give .in.
York _can- eliminate the Cavaliers
'plat hasn't'always been theOrlando vice desPite hitting
with
31 seconds left in the first
They.' swed the last eight__at Cleveland and the Lakers can case.
just 4 of 18 shots in the fourth
quarter
and sat out the rest of the
finish off Seattle at Los Angeles.
Last season, the first with the
points, belt the determined Bosquarter against a Celtics' team
half.
Boston legends Red Auerbach 'O'Neal-Hardaway combinttion, playing with a rare intensity durton Celtics 82-77 Wednesday
The Magic led,45-41 at interand
Larry Bird watched from the Orlando had 50 wins, but sufnight and moved within a win of
ing a season in which it was
-and tool( their biggest
misision
stands with the rest of the rauc- fered a three-game playoff sweep
their first playoff series victory.
35-47. But the Celtics were done
ous fans, but it was the Magic to Indiana.
"This is a game ,we- had to
in by 31 percent shooting, includ- •See Page 11

Magic strong
down stretch
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good.
Jason Grogan was 3-for-4 on
the day while Scott Earwood and
Jay Herndon were both 2-for-3.
with Earwood driving in two runs
with a double in the third inning.
Sam Arnett also drove in two
runs in the fifth with a single.
Herndon was the winning
pitcher as Calloway improved to
12-7 on the season, 5-1 in district
play.
Calloway heads to Missouri
this weekend for three games.
The Lakers play at 1SICW Madrid
County Central Friday before.facing Sikeston Saturday morning at
11 and Kelly, High School in
Benton,<Mo., Saturday afternoon
at 4.

One day after Murray's Ethan
Crum pitched a perfect - gamp,
teammate Stephen Crouch came
within two outs of accomplishing
the same feat.
Crouch carried -a perfect game
into the fifth inning of Wednesday's game against Fulton City
before the Bulldogs managed a
one-out single. Crouch, who
improved to 4-1, then struck out
Calloway 7, Mayfield 2
the next two batters to end the
Brent Anderson had two hits,
game as Murray touted the Bull- . including a leadoff home run in
SOFTBALL
dogs 14-0 at the Ty Holland
the first inning, and scored three
Marshall 12, Murray 0
Field.
runs in helping Calloway County
Marshall County pitcher
"Our pitching has been real
to a 7-2 district baseball win over Michelle Hunter tossed a nostrong; they've really- been doing
hitter as the Lady Marshals took
Mayfield at home Wednesday.
a great job," Murray coach Cary
The game was a makeup .con- a district win at Murray WednesMiller said.
day. The game was a .make-up
test from earlier in the week.
"Stephen was involved in
After Mayfield took a 2-1 lead froth Tuesday.
every out Wednesday; he struck in the third; Calloway rebounded
Marshall (6-3) scored three
out 13 batters and handled a bunt
with -five runs in the bottom of
and a pop-out," Miller added. the inning to regain the lead for • See Page 11

Wednesday, May 3

Lal

BO

Tiger pitchers in control;
Crouch,blows past Fulton
"And we hit the ball well, too."
Murray (15-2) scored four Tuns
in the first inning and added 10
more in the third, ending up with
11 hits on the day.
Ryan Vanovcr and -Kerry Colson were both 2-for-2 Wednesday, with Colson knocking in
three runs and Vanover bringing
in two. Preston Weatherly was
1-for-1 with three RBIs and Ted
Booth was 2-for-4 with two runs
batted in.
Murray's scheduled game with
Fulton County for today has been
cancelled. The Tigers' next scheduled game is May 9 against Carlisle County at home.
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Calloway starts
strong in 7-2 win'
over Cardinals
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Lukas has legitimate shot in '95
By JOHN NELSON.
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — D.
Wayne Lukas is going for three
in .a row in the Triple Crown.
At Kentucky Derby time last
year, Lukas hadn't trained a
Grade I stakes winner in TA
years, and his son Jeff still was
recovering from the near-fatal
trampling he took from Tabasco
Cat just before Christmas.
Now, Jeff is well and training
again. That same Tabasco Cat,
who was sixth in the Derby. went
on to win the ,Preakness and Belmont Stakes. Lukas-trained

Co
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Tar Heels' Wallace leaving for NBA
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — North Carolina center Rashced
Wallace reportedly will passeup his last two years of eligibility to enter the NBA draft.
Several North Carolina newspapers said Wallace. who averaged 16.6 points and 8.2 rebounds last season, will disclose
his plans today at Simon Gratz High School in Philadelphia.

PRO BASKETBALL

Lakers' Harris NBA coach oil the year
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — Del Harris, who guided the
Los Angeles Lakers to a I5-game improvement from last
season and back into the playoffs, was selected the NBA's
Coach of the Year.
Harris, 57, received 62 of 105 votes from a media panal.
Cleveland's Mike Fratello was second . with 15. followed by
San Antonio's Bob Hill with 12.
Los Angeles. which failed to qualify for the playoffs for
the ,first time in 18 years after posting a 33-49 record last
season, improved to 48-34.

HOCKEY

Winnipeg team likely. leaving Canada
WINNIPEG, Manitoba (AP) — A last attempt to sell the
Winnipeg Jets to- a local group failed, meaning Canada will
likely lose one of its eight NHL teams.
Jets president Barry Shenkarow said. he would like to sell
the financially ailing team as soon as possible.
Several U.S. interests have been mentioned as possible
buyers, with the Minneapolis group led by Richard Burke
considered the .front-runner. Cable television mogul Ted Turner is interested in bringing the Jets to Atlanta and a Hamilton, Ontario, also has expressed its interest.
BOXING

Tyson answers questions on lawsuit

-

SOMERVILLE, N.J. (AP) — Mike Tyson spent 4% hours
in his lawyer's office answering questions under oath about
7-year-old accusations he sexually assaulted his ex-wife's former publiciit.
The woman who filed the- lawsuit, Phyliss Polaner, gave
her deposition earlier this week, Trombadore said. Polancr
filed the suit Aug. 17, 1990, but before any action could be
taken on the case, Tyson was convicted in 1992 of raping
Desiree Washington. He spent three years in prison.
Polancr, who worked for Tyson's ex-wife, Robin 'Givens,
contends Tyson sexually assaulted her, beat her .and
threatened to kill her at different times during 1988.

“#:

-lead, 59-49 with 5:50 left in the
third quarter. But an 11-2 Boston
run cut that to 61-60.
A 3-pointer by Sherman Douglas and two free throws by
Wilkin gave- Boston. a 74-73
lead, its first since the first
minute of the second quarter.
"That was our game out there.

NI Tigers...
FROM PAGE 10
runs in each of the first two
innings, added four more in the
third and two in the second for its
12 runs: Hunter, meanwhile,
struck out 12 Murray batters
while allowing five walks. Jeanne
Maddox was the losing pitcher

for Murray, which committed
•
three errors.
"We did play well defensively,
though," Murray coach David
Carr said. "Julie Krouse had a
good day at second base, helping
turn two double plays."
Murray (1-4) is scheduled to
play at Fulton City today at 4:30

Wednesday's Games
St Louis 8, Pittsburgh 6

I-1.
"I'm going to sleep easy
tonight. I don't have to toss and
turn," said Gant,. who was playing his first game since taking
two cortisone shots in his sore
right knee on Monday. "It's a
real burden off our shoulders."
The Reds won it in the seventh
against former Nasty Boy reliever
Norm Charlton (0-2), making his
first appearance against the Reds.
Delon Sanders 'bunted for a
•single with two out -its-Chisritos
was -slow getting to the ball:.
Charlton then walked Bret
Boone and Barry Larkin and Gant
singled up the middle on the second pitch from Ricky Botulism.
The Reds then New it open
with a four run eighth highlighted
hy Barry Larkin's two-run triple.
'Reliever Xavier Ilerriande7
(1-0) escaped a threat in - the
seventh to get the win and Jell
Brantley gave up Mariano Duncans first homer in the eighth to
cut it to 1-2 before finishing for
the save.
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runner-up Aftern000 Deelites.
Derby
by
and---Florida
Youth
"Of
hence the betting entry.
before finishing fourth in -- the and Eltkh, the English campaigSerena's—Song, second by a
Blue Grass on April 15 at ner who was second in the Breedhead to Flanders-in the Breeders'
ers' Cup Juvenile last year.
Keencland.
Cup Juvenile Filly, will pass up
the KenTicky Oaks on Friday ,to
become the 36th filly to run in
the Derby. Only three have won
it: Regret in 1915, Genuine Risk
in 1980, and Winning Colors.
Screna's Song, unbeaten in
four outings this year, earned her
shot by beating colts in the Jim
Beam Stakes on April 1, using
the same front-running style that
Winning _Colors used in the
Derby.
"We stood right here in T988
and talked about- how Winning
Colors would have to go out fast,
hut that somebody was bound to
go with her," Lukas said, chatting with reporters in front of his
Churchill Downs stable. "Well; it
just didn't happen. Serena's Song
has that same tactical speed, but
she doesn't need to be on the
lead. She relaxes very well."
Lukas also said her frontrunning style compliments the
stretch-running styles of his other'
horses; .
Still, his decision to put the filAgency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelison
ly iq the Derby has its critics.
stay
."4,1 hail those
310 South 4th St.
in my own division," said Nick
Zito, -trainer of two of the last
Murray, Ky.
four Derby winners, who will
saddle Suave Prospect this year.

7534703
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I_ SCOREBOARD

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURA1VCE

.

(502) 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd • Murray

Houston 11, Chicago 2
Colorado 12, San Diego 7
Montreal 3, New York 1
Cincinnati 7, Philadelphia 2
Atlanta 6, Florida 0
Los Angeles 7, San Francisco 6

"I can honestly say that was
the toughest week I've ever spent
managing a ballclub, esjiccially a
fine ballclub," Johnson said. "It
didn't. come easy and it wasn't
very pretty, hut it's great to
havc.'•
Before the game,. Johoson
described his Attempt to rest after
loss No..6 that matched the 1950
team for the worst start a Cincinnati team has had-since- MO.
"I woke .up at 3 o'clock bugeyed, just walking around, trying
to figure out something." he
said. "1 had all my chores done
by 6 o'clock. I had to think up
things. I watered every plant that
was on the porch, 1 balanced my
checkbook, I did the dishes. I slid
. .
load or swish."
Ron Gant did most of the damage for the Reds in the win, lie
had a solo homer in the fourth to
tie the game 1-1 and his two-Out.
two-run - single in the seventh
gave Cincitinaii the lead for good

•
•
•

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

smenca

NATIONAL LEAGUE

11 Luka5

•:‘

Call Today! For Trial Program
,
& mat nal at t,
I

The Cincinnati Reds will not
go 0-144 and Davey Johnson will
not go sleepless this season.
The Reds had matched their
worst start this century by losing
their First six games of the season. Their manager had said he
wasn't getting any shut-eye.
• Both problems were solved
Wednesday night with a 7-2 victory over the Philadelphia

Orlando...
We won it," Wilkins said. "We
just gave it away. We missed a
lot of shots and that killed us."
Boston still led 77-74 with less
than twito minutes.to go. And the
Magic hadn't made a field goal
since 7:13 remained. Then .came
the decisive moments.
Anderson sank his 3-pointer,
Hardaway made his block on
Wilkins and 'O'Neal dunked..

11

1990

"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"

The Associated Press

WO)

FROM PAGE 10

MAY 4

Tae Kwon Do

Johnson rests
after Reds get
inaugural win

Sports Briefs
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We Cirry Almost Every Size Nut, R,pit, Fastener,
Glue Or Whatever It Takes To Got The Job Done.
We Also Carry Threaded Rods In Standard
Thread, Fine Thread & Stainless Steel.
We Carry Stainless Steel Nuts, Bolts & Screws
Largest Inventory In Our Areal
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THE RULES HAVE CHANGED
NEW RULE:
DODGE PICKUPS HAVE
BETTER RESALE THAN
FORD, CHEVY, OR GMC.
DON'T BE.

SURPRISED?
THE

EVIDENCE
RIGHT

IS

416.
VA/
I
Plymouth

Dodge

THERE
N.A D.A.

1:0°

IN THE

TRUCK BOOK.

Jeep I Eagle

CAIN'S
THE ONLY.*****
STAR DEALER &
CHRYSLER AWARD
OF EXCELLENCE
WINNER IN WESTERN
KENTUCKY —
CHRYSLER'S.
HIGHEST HONORS!

vry..641 Norih -• Murray • 733-6448
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CLASSIFIED
aASSIFIED AD RATES
PliPIQY
$6.00 Column Inch
/07. Discount 2rwil Run.
My. Discount Ild Rua.
gAS .1Aca um has Me Roy hied/
32 00 per column fetch extra for
010
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).
020
Reader Ads
325
30c per word. $600 minimum 030
1st day.60 per word per day for 340
each roddttlonol consecutive 050
day. $2.03 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.03 extra for
band box ads.
370
Ix:Lk&ILAQ2ropszts1 390
A $2.0010* wig be negutsed to moms 400
any changes od Oirer /isocline. 550

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cora of Thanks
r Memory
Lost & Founci
FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Proauce
Feed & Seed

280
285
300
313
320
330
340
300

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Busness Rentals
Wont To Rent
Apartments For Pent
Rooms For Pent
Houses For Rent
For Pent or Lease

SERVICES

ow

n2n
Notice

CLASSIFIED

TRANSPORTATION
470
450
455
490
495
500
510
520

Please Join Her
Family & Friends
In Wishing

Susan
Kane
a Happy 34th
Birthday.
Call Her At
762-6446 or
753-5778
DIABETICS! Medicare/
Insurance billed direct for
tests strips, insulin, glucometers & more. Lithe or
no out-of-pocket $$. Satisfaction guaranteed! LIBERTY MEDICAL SUPPLY.
1-800-762-8026

2 miles north of Lynn Grove on Jones &
.Sparkman Road.

Prizes -.Free Cokes & Hot Dogs
.Prize for the Most Pounds & Biggest Fish
•Door

Open 7:00 a.m.-6 p.m., 7 days a week

- 435-4237

Happy 16th
Birthday
Karla Kay.
We Love You.
Morn 84 Dad

Angie's Shrubs & Ideas
Save on top quality shrubbery, trees,
annual flowers and Vegetable plants.
Were open late.
Hours:
M-F 4:00-7:30 p.m.; Wed. 3:30-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Wiswell Rd. past SW school, turn right at 4way stop, 3rd house on left. Watch for sign!
Owners Charlie Glisson & Angie (Thweart) Gksson
753-6773 after 3:30 for Information

ALMO FOOD MART
Hwy. 18244% 464
Proprietors Brenda & Gary Crawford Invite
everyone out for the grand opening of our
lawn & garden department.
Flowers ol all wanebss, roses. shrubs hanging
' baskets, garden seed, tomatoS pepper plants
potting sod, cypress mulch.
Come out Sunday, May 7 and register tor a pink dog
wooer to be given to some lucky person
Also Linda Cravens will be presenting a display of
nandpainted ceramic bulk
Open 7 days a week • Mon -Sat 6-7, Sun 7.7

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
A.
ACADEMY
•
A Southern
- Baptist School.

OPEN FALL 1995
(Grades K-6)
437-4432

PAGEANT. Girls 4-19 for
1995 Miss KY Coed/Teen/
Preteen/Princess Pageant.
For application call
1-800-484-2080 Ext.
#7711 or (502)781-2225.
$10.000 in prizes awarded!

NOTICE
Due to lack of
funds
anyone
wanting
graves
cared for In Ledbetter
Cemetery
send your contributions to:
Louella Boyd
Rt. 2 Box 339
Murray, Ky. 42071
Or
Nell Outland
312 N. 8th
Murray, Ky. 42071

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

Audio Services
Electronic Repair &
Sound System
Installation
(car, home, commercial)

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
NO PhySiCaE Examinations

Av.
Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance is more important
than ever

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
ee oca

NE

..;

FFP.16.1 f

RATES AGE 'fl UP

Claa'n

se,v ce*

VERY clean new mother
desperatly needs a 2br apt
or house to rent for low
amount If you have unused
property please help my
child and me will clean to
make liveable 753 0971

Wynn's Nursery

r

' Nor

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
'AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 7514199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1100-455-4199

LOST: Chow puppy in Farmington. Tan with black
nose, 20-25 pounds. If
found call 753-9764 nights
or I live at Farmington
Square Apt. C-4.

ALL natural herbal diet. I've
lost 40lbs in 10 weeks, on
this nutritional program.
Doctor approved. Distributorships available
1-800-877-Herb.

RUTH'S See n Sew will be
selling used name brand
clothes Mon- Sat, 9am5pm. We also do alterations. 121 Bypass Murray
753-6981.
030

Tomatoes 35C ea
Hang-ng Baskets
Bedding Pants
4 pk./99C
Shrubs
2 3 gal Roses
$8.50
1. gal Clematis
v nes, $8.00
iiWy 69 North
mieri tram Stalliame
901-782-3508

Help'
Wanted
TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in
advancel
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger 8c Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
Any error
should be reported int.
mediately so corrections can be made.

Card
of Thanks

q4°
44
)
1
The family of Cozie Morrison would
like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone who gave
their comfort and
support during the
illness and death of
our mother and
grandmother.
Thanks to Dr.
Marquardt, and the
nurses and staff at
Murray Calloway
Co. hospital, to all
who visited both at
the hospital and the
funeral home,to those who sent flowers, cards and food,
and to those who
called offering their
support.
Special
thanks to Bro. John
Dale and Rev. Calvin Clark for their
comforting words,
and tdihe pallbearers for their time
and caring. May
Gods richest blessings be bestowed on
each and every one
of you is our prayer.

AVON! Career on part time
representatives needed in
your area. MKLM option.
Independent Rep. Call
1-800-826-0114.
CALL today- start tomorrow
ECK Miller expanding!
Need flatbed drivers. All
miles paid (new scale) Life/
Health, rider/bonus program. 800-395-3510 Owner/
Operators also welcomed!

BUYS ARE
WAITING...
IN THE CL4SSIfiEDS1
Whether you're in the
market for a wash4rig
machine or a gym set,
you'il rind it in
..the

Murray

Ledger 8r Times
EMERSON ELECTRIC
COMPANY
In Paris, Tennessee, is accepting appIications
Monday thru Friday (8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.)thru
the Employment Security Office on Mineral
Wells Avenue. Applications will also be taken
at the Plant, 1600 Industrial Park Road,(South
Guard Station) Monday thru Friday (8:00
a.m.-3:00 p.m.) Applicants must be willing to
work any shift.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
124-51C

The Morrison
Family
Owen, Gloria,
Grandchildren
and Great
Grandchildren

a.

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we would,
like to meet you.
* Food Service Workers
* Customer Service Workers
* Shift Leaders
Apply in person at the -Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, E0Ii/M/F.

Lost
And Found

111111711
4"t-".
,

LOST!!

KFC

MURRAY GUARD, INC.
Murray Guard is now accepting applications for

"Smokey"
Gray with tan
markings. Lost
near Robertson
School (Loch Lomond Dr.) Child's
pet. Reward.

753-4325
LOST. Black Angus steer,
Hickory Grove Church
area, north of Backusburg
Rd 753 6446

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
Home Loons
Peal Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sole
Forms For Sole
Homes For Sole

full-time security officers In the Murray, Ky.
Area. No experience necessary. Uniforms
furnished and group medical insurance avail-ible. Minimum requirements: no criminal
record, must be at least 18 years of age, have
reliable transportation and a phone. Apply in
person Monday through Friday 8:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.
58 Murray Guard Dr.
Jackson, TN 38905
901-688-3122
LOE M/F

IFisherPrice"'
In response t.ri existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions On
the following shifts:
• 12 hour %%Xing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour used (Monday -Friday, Fast/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday. 9 a m..1 p.m./6 p.m.-10 p.m.)
-Stating pay rates are S5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and S5.30 for 8
.
and 4 hour. Po.iiions leading tub regular full-time employment offer a top
pay rate of S8 58 plus a comprehensive benefit package.
Lonta
Ifycolu've got v. hat it takes to work w
the world's hest toymakers, please
Murray Emplo)ment Agency
South%Ide Shopping ('enter
Murray. Ky.
759-2150
oppunanal I mrtnyer %I1)5

OFFICE HOURSt
Mon.-Fil. 8 a.m.-5 pm.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

Public Sole
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted

DaadOnos we 2 days
kt advancal

nin
HOP -Wanted

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15,000 IN BONUS paid monthly, quarterly & yearly PLUS TOP
MILEAGE PAY 401(K)plan
$500 SIGN ON BONUS
other paid benefitsvacation- health & life dead
head- motel/layover- loading & unloading. COVENANT TRANSPORT galas
and
teams
call:
1-800-441-4394 Students
and driving school grads.
Call 1-800-338-6428.

060
MRS. Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor. A true
born pyschic, gifted from
God. 502-554-7904 call for
appointment.

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

Advertisers are requested to
check It* list insertion of
their ads tot any error. Murray
Lodger & limas Mil be responsible for only on* Incorrect ktsedIon. Any error'
should be reported knrnedtate* so corrections can be
mode.

MasterCard

ogn
Help
Wanted

753-2031

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

For free
information call

BURIAL INSURANCE

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
leo
195
203
210
220
240
260
380

Lost
And Found

Notiss

Sat., May 6 & 7
Pine Creek Pay Lakes

1.1A1 F

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

MERCHANDISE
Comparers
For Sale Or Trace
Wont To Buy
Artcles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscal
Miscellaneous
TV & Radio
Pets & Supplies

050

GRAND OPENING!

753-6487

Insurance
Exterminating
Busness Services
Heating & Cooling
Sehnces Offered

230
250
290
530

n2n

Murray State University is accepting sealed
bids for the sale ofcows which are surplus to
our needs (MUR-287H-95). Thirteen (13)
cows with thirteen(13)calves(cows range in
age from 3-10 years)and 4cows bred to calve
in October 1995 (average 5 years of age).
Cows are Red Poll with Gelbvieh sired
calves. Certified brucellois free herd. For
technical information, viewing cattle,and to
pick up bid forms,please call: Dr.Jim Davis,
502-762-6930. For contractual information
call: A.Jean Hamra,502-762-4090. All bids
are due by 2:00 p.m., May 10, 1995.

Notice

060
070
090
100
110

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wonted
Buoness 01::«Pa1unitY
Instruction

ANNOUNCEMENIS

L-109*1
Notice

Notice

753- 1916

CALL

010

020

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE

AVON. Local hotline.
1-800-735-5286. No door
to door. Earn extra cash.
$8- $12/hour potential.
New representatives learn
seoert techniques, top ten
USA independent
representative.
BEEN looking for just the
right,way to make some
extra money !Nat you can
turn into serious money?
Want to be your own boss?
Let us help. Telecommunications is the way of the
future & so is this opportunity. No sale, no quotes, no
pressure. The fastest growing national company in this
market is looking for people
like you to represent our
business. We also have
training positions available.
Income possibilities are unlimited. Representatives
from our company will be at
MSU Curris Center, in the
Barkley Room, Friday May
5th 7pm to share this opportunity with you. No obligations, come listen, then
you decide. Call now to
reserve your seat.
1-800-266-6245 X 26511.
CAR lot needs person for
autobody, painting, mechanic, and sales in Lexington. Salary & commissions
800-829-6609 or write P.O.
Box 54958, Lexington, Ky
40555.
CLASSIFIED Advertising
Manager and Advertising
Sales Representative.
Looking for two experienced people: creative,
enthusiatic and dedicated.
All resumes acknowledged, no phone calls
please. Mark Van Patten,
Daily News, P.O. Box
90012, Bowling Green, KY
42102.
COMPUTER users
needed. Work own hours.
$20K to $50K/yr. 24 Hours
714-251-3311x486.
DERMATOLOGY of Murray requires part time office
help. If you can type. work
well ,with people, have a
pleasant upbeat attitude &
enjoy working in a small
well run office we want to
hear from you! Please submit resume to 300 S. 8th
St. Suite 281 W. Murray,
KY 42071. All potential candidates will be contacted
personally for interview. No
phone calls please.
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
This project is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities‘

DRIVERS EOE Maverick
announces 3rd DRIVER
PAY INCREASE SINCE
JANUARY 19951 Safety &
fuel bonus paid quarterly!
Home most WEEKENDS!
GREAT BENEFITS!
1-800-289-1100 Must be
- at least 24 years fo age 1
*year OTR. MAVERICK
TRANSPORTATION. INC
DRIVERS Earn up to 33e/
mile Home every 12 days
or sooner Free medical,
dental & retirement $1000
tarp & 500 safety bonus
Assigned conventional&
Hornday Truck Line
1-800-648-9664
DRIXAS OTR check
THIS out' At Advanced Distribution System, qualified
flatbed drivers start imme
dratelyl Up to 31c/mile as
signed equipment, plus
benefits 800-646-3438
DRIVERS, over the road
35 states Flat with sides, •
Isle model conventional. 3
year's experience Start
30s/Mie • benefits Call
WO 444 6648

Wanted

DRIVERS 'Premium conventionals 'Long/short
haul, dedicated 'Pull van or
flat 'Free training- Guaranteed employment 'Pay, for
experience BUILDERS
TRANSPORT
1-800-762-1819 EXT. D-6.

MAINTENANCE/
ELECTRONICS positions
available in injection
molding/extrusion facility.
Benefits include: no cost
medical, 401K, and pertsion. Resumes: Hunter
Douglas, 1600 Ragu,
Owensboro, Kentucky
42303.

DRIVERS TIRED OF
LONG HOURS AND LOW
PAY? Earn' up to MANAGER- Trainee to
$35-50,000/yr with ROEHL learn retail business. Guns,
Transport, the truckload used merchandise, cashcarrier with a real -Get ing checks, etc.. Reply to
home" policy, excellent P.O. Box 54958,Lexington,
equipment/benefits. Sign KY 40555.
on bonus, school reim- MOLD MAKER POSIbursement. Van or flatbed. TIONS available in injecTalk with our drivers! tion molding/extrusion faDriver-trainers and teams cility. Excellent pay/
welcome. 1-800-467-6345. benefits (medical, 401K,
Roehl Transport. The road pension, life, dental).
Re10 SUCCOSS.
sumes. Hunter Douglas,
DRIVE Tractor Trailers, no 1600 Ragu, OWenboro, Ky
experience necessary. 42303.
Train Full/Part time. Three MURRAY Christian
week program, 600,000 job Academy.is accepting apavailable. Potential plications for teachers,
$25,000 to $30,000. Cat grades K-6. Call 759-1555
Betty at 1-800-525-3237.
for application.
EARN $1000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES OTR DRIVERS TANDEM
AT HOME. START NOW. TRANSPORT CORP., preNO EXPERIENCE FREE mier flatbed carrier, has
SUPPLIES, INFORMA- immediate openings for
TION, NO OBLIGATION. you! Ekcellent Pay & beneSEND S.A.S.E TO STER- fits. Can be home
LING DEPT 33, PO BOX weekends CDL required
149167, ORLANDO, FL CALL
TODAY!
32814.
1 - 80 0 - 5 5 1 - 90 5 7 ,
EXPERIENCED clean-up 1-800-545-2999.
man, full time. 753-6861. PART time typist needed
EXPERIENCED bulldozer for busy physician's office
operator. Must be willing to Send resume to _P.O. Box
work flexible hours doing 1040S, Murray, Ky 42071.
firm related jobs. CDL is PART time gas station &
preferred but not required. car wash attendant, apWages relative to experi- proximately 28hrs per
ence. Reply to P.O. Box week. No Sundays. Apply
617. Murray, Ky 42071.
in person.Conoco Gas StaFRIENDLY TOYS AND tion, 514 S. 12th St.
GIFTS has openings for ROUTE sales: If you would
demonstrators in your area. like to earn $6-800 weekly,
Part-time hrs. fulltime pay, and are willing to relocate to
over 800 items Celebrating the Bowling Green, Ky or
our 40th anniversary. Call Nashville, Tn area, we have
1-800-488-4875.
the opportunity-fer
FULL & part time Positions Schwan's Sales Enternow available at Subway. prises can offer paid trainPlease apply in person at ing, paid vacation, insurSubway Sandwiches, 508 ance, profit sharing, and
incentives. Must be at least
N. 12th St., Murray, Ky.
21 years old and have a
HELP wanted: Earn up to good driving/employment
$500 per week assembling record Interested? Call
products at home. No ex- 1-800-233-1632 between
perience
Info 9-5,
Mon -Fri
or
1-504-646-1700 Dept. 502-759-9701. EOE.
KY-2021
SAFETY advisors;
HELP wanted: Closers, $2150/per mo. Company
front end, back line, full will train, call Mon-Fri
time Apply 2-6pm at Arby's 9am-lpm
only.
Restaurant.
615-399-8269.
America's Second Car

IcrUglg Duckling
i.76.41=3
11
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK
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112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
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Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.
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SEEKING OTR DRIVERS
dedicated west coast
runs,laie model equipment
Health/life Ins. Fuel bonuses, single/teams welcome Must meet DOT requirements
1-800-424-9013 or come
into David W Hood Trucking. Inc. 5417 Hamburg
Pike, Jeffersonville. IN
47130
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ATTENTION fisherman:
Rix:Worms tor sate. Phone
7591029 10am- 8pm MonSat
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. Mon-Fri
8-4pm, 753-2446. '

WATERBED PRODUCTS
DISCOUNTED! Heaters
$19 99, waveless mattresses' $44.95, Queen Softside beds from $299. UPS/
FEDEX delivery Enormous selection at wholesale
prices. FREE COLOR CATALOG. 1-800-992-0873_

NEW spring & summer 4BR 2 bath, like new, cenhours 8to 8 Mon Oyu Fri 8 tral h/a, appliances & lawn
to 6 Sat, 1 to 6 Sun Shop maintenance furnished.
where the big selections $540/mo Coleman RE
and bargins are Dinkins 753-9898
Mobile Homes Inc , Hwy
COMPLETELY furnished
79E, Paris,
Tn
2br apt on lake, no pets
1-800-642-4891
•
$250/mo plus $150 depo
NO equity 1995 mobile sit 436-2402
home, already set-up in
CONDOMINIUM for lease
park, 16x80. 3br 2 bath
bath with
Also LP gas motor fuel tank low utilities, 3br 2
garage 753-3293
(111001b)
LP
and two 25 gal
gas cylinders and 4 new COUNTRY living effi
Bridgestone R 145 80 13 caency apt extra clean aptires (502)759-2454
pliances furnished, lease &
deposit required, no pets
436-5401
280
Mobile
EXTRA nice 2br duplex
Homes For Rent
with carport, gas heat ap12x60 2BR on large lot with pliances, no pets deposit &
8xI2 storage building, 8mi lease 1817 Ridgewood
$4425 753-7457
Northeast of Murray
437-4386
FURNISHED or unfurn-

BOW HUNTING EQUIPMENT Bow hunters disSERVERS needed apply at count warehouse,
Seven Seas Restuarant America's largest archery 580 SUPER K extend hoe
Wed- Thur in person from suppler, stocks over 5,000 with cab, 1400hrs , like
bow hunting items at new 753-2905
4-6pm. No phone calls
20-40% off retail. Call
SIRLOIN Stockade now 1-800-735-2697 for free
200
hiring cooks, cashiers, dis- 160 page catalog.
Sports
hwasher & salad bar attenEquipment
dants Apply in person be- COMPLETE restaurant
equipment liquidation,
tween 2-4 Mon- Fri.
GUNS: buy, sell or trade_
grills, fryers, ovens, tables, 436-5650.
food
TAKING applications at chairs, salad bar, hot
Breaktime Billards for part bars loads of small wares,
time help. Apply in person to many items to list, everything must go, no reason759-9303.
2BR mobile home, C h/a,
able offer refused and no
water furnished $275/mo
WAITRESS, dancers
checks. Can be seen at the A FIREWOOD for sale
Coleman RE, 753-9898
wanted Doll House Cafe, Kentucky Maid Restaurant,
437-4667
Paris, TN 901-62-4297
NEW trailer, 16x60, 2br
Hwy 68 & 641 Benton, KY.
$250/mo plus deposit No
Us exit 47 oft Parkway.
220
WAITRESS wanted days
pets. 354-9518 after 5pm.
only. Hungry Bear Restaur- FANTASTIC SAVINGS on
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
Mistral
a pool for your backyard!
ant Apply in person.
electric or gas. Walking disHuge -19'x31 0 D. family STORY & Clark piano
WANTED:Strawberry pick- sized pools with deck,
tance to college 753-5209
good condition. 753-8615
ers 50c qt. 753-0195.
fence, and filter only $988 after 5pm
SMALL trailer for rent
complete' 100% financing'
474-8056
070
Hurry! Call now!
240
Domestic
1-(800)759-6058 ask for
285
& Childcare
Kelli Limited area.
Mobile
Miscellaneous
Home Lots For Rent
CLEANING houses is my JOHN Deere 112 riding
business. Reliable and ex- lawn mower, good condi- A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
NEW park, newer model
perienced, references. Call tion, ready to mow your WEDDING in the Smoky
homes
only. Concrete
Gatlinburg's
Mountains.
Linda 759-9553
lawn for years, $875
little log chapel. Charming, drives & walks Trash pickI WILL sit with elderly any- 436-5555
rustic, borders national up & city water. $100/mo
time. Call 753-4590 for LIKE new Wolff Sundash park. A dream wedding to fit 492-8488.
information.
budget. NORTHWIND Mobile
tanning .bed, less than your
1-800-554-1451
PROFESSIONAL couple 50hrs. 492-8737.
Home Park 753-9866
seeks nanny to provide MOTORCYCLE helmets,
A CHAPEL IN THE
care for one child 4 days a camping supplies, camofWOODS- Be marned in a
week. Full time position. lauge clothing, work boots,
Business
Smoky Mountain chapel in
Call (901)593-5005 before guns & ammo. Jerry's
Rentals
Toe woods. No blood test6pm or(901)593-5086 after Sporting Goods, Mayfield.
waiting period! Honeymoon 1000 SO. FT new building
6pm.
247-4704.
log cabins available! suitable for retail, office or
RELIABLE couple, Murray NEW metal siding & roof- 1-800-729-4365.
beauty shop. Call
area will housesit, summer ing. Cover 36" cut to length
your 753-0035.
ARE
you
planning
1995. References, offer de- in 10 colors, galvanized
posit. 502-762-6579 or and galvalume. Secondary WEDDING in Gatlinburg? DOWNTOWN office space
Let our experienced staff available across from
502-753-4161.
if available Portable car- help -you with your plans. courthouse $95/mo includport kits. 489-2722 or We provide photographs, ing all utilities. 753-1266.
489-2724.
flowers, videos, lodging
MEMORIES RETAIL or Office Space in
POST frame buildings size Call
S. Side Shopping Center
24'x40'x9' Eave price 1-800-242-7115.
BE A CARPET ,BROKER. $5,178 plus freight. Other EVERGREEN WEDDING 753-4509 or 753-6612
Help people save money sizes available Blitz buil- CHAPEL Gatlinburg, Ten320
buying carpet direct from ders 1-800-628-1324. '
nessee FULL WEDDING
Apartments
the mill Exceptional money
SERVICES- candlelight
for Rent
full/part time. $495 invest- PRESSURE CLEANERS ceremonies, music, flowment, samples/supplies. NEW PSI 1300 $249, 2500 ers, photographs, videos,
1.2,3BD apts. Furnished,
$599, 3500 $899- Honda
1-800-388-8655.
receptions, lodging, ornear MSU. No
3500 $1,099. Factory direct dained ministers, no blood very nice
pets.
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
delivery.
tax-free,
prompt
120
test, no waiting
days,753-0606
after 5pm.
catalog.
Call 24-hours Free
( 6 1 5 )4 3 6 - 3 4 0 0 ,
1-800-333-WASH(9724).
$200/mo,
partial
1BR
apt.
Computers
1-800-464-3401.
utilities, near campus.
vacuum,
$300
RAINBOW
486DX-66 MULTI Media
'ROMANTIC CANDLE- 753-9980 or 753-0439
deliver.
540MB hard drive, 14 will
LITE WEDDINGS" Smoky leave message.
sell.
1-502-395-1913
must
modem, 8 Meg Ram,
Mountians, ordained Minis$1500 753-1072.
SUNQUEST WOLFF TAN- ters, Elegant Chapel, 1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient. No pets.
486SX. 20MHZ SVGA MO- NING BEDS New Photographs, $285/mo +deposit
Floral,
Videos,
Victorian
Commercial-Home
TanNITOR, 130 MegHD, 2
753-8848 before 9pm.
Mega Ram, windows, Lo- ning Units From $199. honeymoon suites with jatus 1,2,3, Microsoft word for Lamps -Lotions - cuzzis, beautiful log cabin 1BR .furnished apt.,
windows & more, $550. Accessories. Payments on mountain lake with full $200/mo plus deposit, no
low as $20. Call Today kitchen, jacuzzi, private pets, Hwy 121 at the fair489-2705.
FREE NEW Color Catalog. balcony, and fabulous grounds. 753-3139.
COMPUTER SALES- 1-800-462-9197.
view. No waiting. No blood
SERVICE- TRAININGtests. Modest prices. Gat- 1BR low utilities, referHAWKINS RESEARCH. TREADMILLS get serious linburg, Tennessee ences &-deposit required,
about physical fitness. Rill 1-800-933-7464.
no pets, $185/mo.
753-7001..
selection of residential '8.
753-3949.
FAST 386DX40mhz, commercial units. Buy fac- WEDDINGS. OLDSVGA monitor, 170 tory direct & SAVE! Cal( FASHIONED Candlelite 1 OR 2br apts near downMegHD, 4 Meg Ram, today for FREE color cata- ceremonies. Smoky Moun- town Murray. 753-4109
printer, Word Perfect 5.1, log. 1-800-553-5443
tains chapel, overlooking 1 ROOM efficiency, very
windows, Lotus 123, $500
river, near Gatlinburg. near MSU, partial utilities
in software, modem, WHOLESALE pre-cut, pre- HORSE DRAWN CAR- furnished. Available now,
engineered post frame
$1.300 obo. 753-4818.
RIAGE, Cabins, -Jacuzzis. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
building packages. We sell:
Ordained Ministers corn
Posts, beams, roof trusses, plete
arrangements No 1. ROOMS for rental 1614
LOOK FOR HAWKINS
floor trusses, metal, trim, test, no waiting.
HEART- Olive. Utilities ,furnished
RESEARCH IN THE DIand house packages.
LAND 1-800-448-VOWS Share kitchen, living room
XIELAND SHOPPING
SYSTEMS
DANDI
& bathroom facilities. Walk
(8697).
CENTER THIS MAY.
800-282-7799
to MSU, Coleman RE
753-9898.
WOLFF SYSTEM TAN270
140
NING BEDS- Buy direct
Mobile
Want
2BR 1 bath duplex, appl.
Homes For Sale
and save $$$. Full body
To Buy
furnished, w/d hook-up,
units from $30/month.
14x70
2BR 2 ,bath, $425/mo, lmo deposit, lyr
(2) 10FT by 10FT OVER
Home/Commercial. Call toor
HEAD shop doors in good day for free color cata- $13,000. 753-6910. after lease, no pets. 753-2905
753-7536
condition 753-8615 after logue UVA Sun Systems 5pm 437-4371.
5pm
1-800-274- 1744
14x130 3BR 2 bath new 2BR 2 bath duplex, apANTIQUES by the piece or WOLFF TANNING BEDS, appliances, central h/a, pliances furnished, w/d
collections 753-9433 day Buy at wholesale prices newly remodeled, great Pro -up, central h/a,
$475/mo, 1 month deposit,
or night.
and save $$$ Full body condition, $14,200 obo. year lease, no pets
753-4818.
CASH paid for good, used tanning beds from $35 00
.753-2905 or 753-7536
rifles, shotguns, and pis- month Home and commer- 1980 12x60 PRESIDENCall
today TIAL completely furnished, 2BR apartment for rent No
tols Benson Sporting cial
Goods, 519 S 12th, 1800-892-5015
includes utility pole, under- pets Near campus
Murray.
pinning & deck, $5,700. 753-5980
492-8604 leave message if 2BR duplex, townhouse,
Inventory
ULTRALIGHT airplane, 1
no answer.
triplex, house, appliances
or 2 place, any condition
Reduction Sale
753-7581 after 5 30pm
1990 14x70 2BR 2 bath on furnished Rent varies
Sale days this Fri.
wooded lot 489-2161 after $350- 430 Call 763-1266
USED 250 or 500 gallon
for more details.
Sat.
7pm
and
Call
propane tank
on
pennies
Items
for
duplex. Don't rent till
2BR
759-9752
1995 16030 3br. 2 bath
the dollar.
you see this one! Too many
492-6175
WANT to buy nice used gas
features to list! $400/mo,
hems include (2)27" TVs,
grill Call 759 2599
BUY from our huge inven- including washer & dryer.
(2) Surround Sound Sys
tory or custom order your 753-8734
terns,(2)Laptop Computers,
new hornell Our pledge, if
150
(2) Student Desks, (2) Fait
mpare construction,
Ankles
you
Machines, Venous Office_
Funuture, Utility Trailer,
insulation, options and setFor Sale
Wire Trenclia, 900 mhz
up, you will find that Dinkins
Now Renting
1981 SUBURU 4sp, 88
Cordless Phones. Various
will have your best housing
Houses,
Ford automatic, 3 quarter
Satellite Equip , and Numervalue,' Dinkins Mobile
Apartments and
ous Other hang.
ton truck, 390 engine Call
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E,
753-0971 leave message if
Duplexes.
Paris. Tn 1-800-642-4891DON'T MISS THIS SALE.
not home
Quality ',nits At
MOBILE HOME REPOS
Sale Hours: 10:00-6:00
2 STEEL safes at Horton
FOR SALE Singles/ Reasonable Prices.
810 Sycamore,
Lock Shop One 52H x 32w
753-2339 or
doubles Financing availMurray, Ky.
x 25D. 74H x 36W x 310,
able Clean, late model
753-8767
burglar resistance„ TL
homes Green Tree Finanrating 753-5980
CorporaborVKentucky,
cial
160
606 - 223 - 1 0 I 0 ,
35MM MINOLTA camera.
Horse
2BR duplex in Northwood
1-800-2218204
case, flash & zoom lens,
FumIsNnes
759-4406
$100 753-1072
2 UNMAT,CHED ,club MOBILE HOME LOANS 28R duplex, appliances
4x8 UTILITY trailer Call chairs one in rust, $35,one Sellers/Buyers/Owners
furnished, gas heat deck.
759 1449 leave messibe in burgandy stnpe, $50 2 1964/newer- 12' larger
veil hook-up, like new
Financial,Refibat
Green
Tree
stools,
$15
See
at
802
436-5725
$595 POOLS POOLS
Equity
loans
nancing
$595- Brand new 19x31 N 2001.affer 5pm
2BR duplex 1207 Popular,
family size pool complete FOR sale Brown loveseat Land/Horne Realtor calls
221-8204. low utilities, S325/mo plus
1
800
welcome
with deck, filter, liner, heat Weeper. $10 Electric Wurdeposit Call 753-9621
ing device and morel 100% Mier organ $125 Call after 5 1 800.895-1900
financing 1800 846 2725 753-3787
29R Embassy Apartments,
central gas heat, available
AIR conditioner for sale, RCA DOLOR Iv 20, great
now $300/mo Coleman
.21.000
•
BTU Ouasar $300 shape $125 759 9778 at
RE 753 9898
759 4557 after 6pm
ter 6pm

CLASSIFIED

tis

t•

•

•Ir

ROOMMATE to share 3br 1
bath apt With two girls.
$125/mo plus $125 deposit
of utilities For
plus
appt , call 753 8447
VERY spacious 2br 2 bath
duplex appliances ftrn
ished, wfd hook-up ctral
gas heat, $525mo,imo
deposit, years !ease l no
753 2905 1 or
pets
753-7536

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able Call 753-2905
753.75:16STORAGE trailer for rent
753-7888
370
Livestock
& Supplies
2 HORSE trailer
753 1072

$450

PUREBRED Limousin bull
2yrs old $800 436-5416

380

'AKC German Sheppard excellent background
healthy, tree obediance inROOM in town $125 mo
cluded 502 436-2858
753-8292
AKC REGISTERED Rot
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
tweilers champion blood
land Westly Village. lbr
line 5wks old. $300 Call
apartment, utilities inafter 5pm 901-642 6892
cluded rent based on income 55 & older, handicap 3BR 2 bath furnished deck, FOR sale 2 Beagle pups
& disabled Equal Housing central hie, 1 mile from 753 2605
campus $450 mo For the
O pportunity
FOR sale Angel stripped
summer only 489 6075
502-354-8888
Catfish Bala Shark, Gour
LARGE lbr, carport, all 3B
mis. Goldfish variety 30
hardwood floors, 221
gallon aquarium & accesWoodlawn 436 5321
sories $50 45 gallon
aquarium & accessories
MUR-CAL Apartments now 3BR 2 bath brick house,
$75 2 aquarium stands 3
accepting applications for 1653 Ryan, central hia, wheel bicycle with basket
1, 2 and 3br apartments quiel neighborhood,
$75 753-4985
Phone 759-4984 Equal $600 mo. yr lease & depo6424
sit 753
Housing Opportunity
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
MURRAY Manor Apart Classes or private lessons
ments now accepting appli- 38R brick in Murray
Murray. for, over
Serving
cations or 1-2br apart- $400rmo lease & deposit,
436-2858
ments Apply in person no pets 759-4826 leave 12yrs
message, available June
1 30pm-4pm, Mon Fri
WHAT'S so different about
1409 Duigiud Dr
Happy Jack 3-X flea
3BR house near Kirksey, the
collar?
It works' Contains
NEW 2br duplex carport. central afc, gas heat, stove
pyrethroidsl At
synthetic
no
deck, etc. available now, & refrigerator provided, TSC stores
$400/mo 753-3931 leave $450/mo, deposit & refer
ences required Call
message
400
753 6723
NOW renting 1 to 3br apts
behind Bradley Book Co all 4BR 1 bath house
Produce
have low utilities & are $500,mo, lease, deposit
WALLACE Strawberries N
e
closer to MSU than most 753-8734 '
16th and Poor Farm Rd
with
class
Walk
to
dorms
Open Tues Thurs, Sat
no parking worries Better
7arn, Mon. Wed, Fri 4pm,
hurry they won't last long
Sun lpm PI 5pm 60c qt
753 2339 or 753 8767
U -pick. $1 25 picked
NOW renting lbr apts, Col- CREEKVIEW Self storage 753-0195
lege Farm -Rd Apts. warehouses on Center
410
S210iper month Call Drive behind Shoney's
Public
753-6716 after 5pm
$20440 mo 759-4081
Sale
FOR rent 32x28 shop or
SMALL furnished lbr apt
storage 753 3447 Ky 94
$175/mo $175 deposit
3 Party
East
753-7953
ished 1 or 2br apts No pets.
Zimmerman
Apts
753-6609

RENTED

Garage &
Remodeling Sale

Saturday, May 6, 10 a.m.
Midway Auto Auction
Hwy. 79-E, Paris, TN
Kennon Auction Co. has been commissioned
by the City of Paris to sell the following surplus
items at public auction.•
2 - 1991 Chevy Caprice; 1982 Ford 3/4 ton
Pill; 1980 3/4 ton Chev. step-side; 1977 3/4
ton Ford P/U w/flat bed; 2-gravel truck beds;
set of cab windows for Duetz Allis tractor.
1985 1 -ton Eager Beaver asphalt roller;
Wander Brand gas motor concrete mixer; 21981 Tarrant leaf collection units and receiver
boxes; Massey lawn tractor; 5-John Deere
mowers; Snapper mower; push mowers; B&D
hedge trimmers.
Lincoln welder; Campbell air compressor;
Co-op air compressor; 110 Frigidaire air
conditioner; office equipment; bicycles and
lots more.
Also selling items from individual consignors.(To sell immediately following the City of
Paris items.)
Terms of Sale — Cash or Check w/proper I.D.
9-itc

KENNON
K AUCTION

Fri. & Sat.
8 ant-5 p.m
763 South off 121, 3rd
house on right. 759-9783
Commodore computer hardware Awndow at, wooden exterior does sue 21, Thomas
organ chairs. twin bed t v ant
and lower household mac,
toys narnebrand clothes at
szes school desk looks vac•
u urn Don't miss Mrs one

JOE D. KENNON • Auctioneer
Phone 901-642-3750
Rt. 5 • Paris, TN 38242 • Firm Lic. #1082

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, May 6, 1995 - 10:00 A.M.
Puryear, Tn. • 112 Main St. • From Hwy. 641 turn
West on Main St., go 2 blocks, behind the Post Office.
Watch for signs. Selling the Karl Barrett estate.

Westwood Dr.
(Westwood Subd.)
Frt., May 5
7 am.-?
Infant and toddler
girls clothes, shoes,
boy's leans, toys, knot
ting machine and
1803

much more

Fern Terrace

Yard
Sale

Lodge will be
participating in
the City Wide
Yard Sale on
Sat., May 6.
We Invite anyone who would
like to set up
on our lawn to
call 753-7109.

Sat., May 6
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
501 S. 16th St
Many

misc. items,

clothes, knick knacks,
etc
•

Garage Sale,
May 4 & 5
641 to Dexter take
1346 tlim on Brooks
Chapel Rd. Follow
signs.
Women's Plus Size
clothes, children's &
ladies clothes, gas
heating stove, toys,
furoiture, household
items.

MULTI PARTY
YARD SALE
ksertoisi Co ad
,-fory 94
22

Oaks Estates
3 mi. 94 West to Oaks
CC Road.
Fri. 7 a.m-4 p.m
Sat. 7 a.m.-12 noon
Deck cushions, Mirrors, decorative items, aVtviboy
child clothes, toys, books,
got clubs - bags - shoes,
drapery Something for
everyone
753-4575

Rain or Shine
1605 Locust
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday
Double stroller, potty
chair, bow, hot water
heater, water bed,
Schwinn bike, hammock, clothes of all
sizes and much more
plus refreshments.

East Many

miles from Coy, Sct
Sat4rtay, May 6

'a- 2 p -

Summer
Garage Sale

Community
Yard Sale

2016 Carol Dr.
Open 7 a.m.
Saturday

At New Concord •.
house across from
post office.
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
7 am. to?

Ladies shorts, tees, swims,;,s slacks, sandals tenNishoes dresses, suits
sizes 10-12-14-16-larger
Men's dress pants W436
34-34. 34-32. shins med
large Nice household
iUrns, some IDyS

Craft
Yard Sale
5 Party and lots of
crafts
1204 Doran Rd.
Fri. & Sat
7 a.m.-?

Soul saws trolling meta,
toots, bat", items, set of
wheeis, handmade crafts,
dInIng room tabie, °Dolt
ware beo, lots more
436-2350

Garage Sale
Fri., May 5
8 a.m.-?
Subd.
Bendefleld
Hwy. 121 N. between
Coldwater & Farmington.
Many good lades
coats, clothes size 16,
shoes, dishes, pots &
bed clothes, etc

CLASSIFIED

Garage/
Remodeling Sale

Yard Sale
CO

2 Party
Yard Sale

321 Spa:flown
(off Sycamore St.)
Fri., May 5
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat, May 6
7 ain.-3 p.m.
Twin girl clothes a 3T
Commodore
computer
pnnter 11 access stairstep
per. vacuum lutchor taboo
*char iocrwar 0.c.33 co.
lector & mist

WANT to lease pasture
land to graze cattle Call
753 7860

Pets
& Supplies

PUBLIC AUCTION

Carport Sale

Freedom
Fest
Spring
City-wide
Yard Sale
Saturday, May 6 — 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
of yard sales and description'i
sold arc available for S1.00 in the
Murray Tourism Commission office at the
Commerce Centre. 805 N. 12th St.. Murray on
May 5 from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and May 6
Maps with sites

of items to be

from 6 a.m.-12 p.m.

For more information. call 759-2/99 or
.1-800-715-5004

]
[- Need ExtraCash?
—Run a Classified.

PARTIAL LISTING
1 piece cherry bedroom suite(nice) + old jelly cabinet + old oak parlor
table •marble top-la:hp table•8 day clock •round oak table + lane
.edar chest • old. dinette table with chairs • Duncan Pliyfe table •
Gone With the Wind type lamp + Aladdin lamp (oil). 2 oil lamps +2
olcrtrunks•library table + Blue Stone butler crock + depression glass
+ 2 McCoy cookie jars 4 piece bedroom suite (mahogany) + old
wooden rocker + old quilts & tops +. doilies• pitcher w/wash bowl •
miaowave + set of china + Standard Oil bank + refrigerators stove •
old bowls & dishes•chenille bedspread sold picture frames + old doll
lamp•toy red wagon vv./enders•Spear jar•shoe repair stand •blue
fruit jars wash boards • old lantern •sand stone • corn shelter •
Daisy BEI gun • couch wfmatching chair • assorted won skillet; •
cAscot freere.r +111001117 type cabinet willow bins 'churn •flat irons +
iron tea kettle + cross cut saws •telephone table •scanner + assorted
figurines • Rogers stainless • washer & dryer + 2 porch swings •
ladder back chairs + brown Coca-Cola bottle • old tins • bicycle •
wheel barrow .S hap Snapper mower + wash kettle •Pepsi tarrow
wash tubs *20" push mowers stepladder.Echo weedeater + 30 ft
aluminum lacks- + chain hoist•anvil + vise •cotton Maley•I land y
Man jack + 8" table :sei • wood lathe wIsnives + log chains • pipe
of dies + assorted tool hoses + old
clamps + bench grinder .
wooden plane &Skil disc grinder •Skil router • power plane •ItS D
jigsaw• 112" drill •socket sets + several hand saws • Keen K Utter 4'
sander•steel pry bars sold wooden tool boles + assorted gas cans.
fishing equipment • loto:old glassware • pots A pans • assorted
hand wrenclies • sock sets + lawn A garden tools •,Assortexl
hammers + boa lots • much, much, more
••AUCTIONLEItS NO FE • This %it offers antiques.--usniqUes.
collectibles and good (lean household furnishings Please plan to
spend the day
TERMS & Cf/N DI I IONS -Complete settlement day of sale Cash or
good check with proper ID and'or leiter of stedit to Doug r
Auction Service from your bank t unkss personally known toy De
Auctioneer No Etcepuoits) Announcements day of sale tale
precedence over previously printed material Not responsible tor
avcidents kefrestimentalohch available ho, information and )our
suction needs contact

floug Taylor
All"rION SERVICE
l'uovar, -Icnocio.re
(4001i'247-3784
•
tic kV A IN 52027
weir iii liii,%% VII 1117 I

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., May 6th,1995 at 10 a.m. at 609 Elm St. just on So.8th St.
in Murray, Ky. Mr. & Mrs. Conrad Depriest have sold their
house and relocating.
Nice floral couch & wingback chair - other couch & chair • hand painted
table lamp - platform rockers - hidabed couch - glass top lamp table round lamp table - nice table lamps - floor lamps - color t v. - knee hole
desk - coat rack - wall pictures - nice old mirror - small stool - room divider
- fireplace set with logs -2fold up roll away beds - twin bed - nice baby bed
- set of box springs & mattress - bedspreads - pillow shams & curtains blankets & quiffs - electric fan - fish aquarium - glass top she • hangin
table with glass shelves - exercise bike - fold up walker - like new
Cadence 2100 electric treadmill - telephone with large letters - portable
sewing machine • dress forms - what not items - old duck decoys - lot of
puzzles - cash register' baskets - 8 track tapes & player - radio wth
cassette player & recoil:for - wood ironing board - kitchen stool - small
bookca'Se - old books - paperback books - set of encyclopedias • large old
Bible - plate rack - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - microwave cast iron pieces - muffin ring • iron skillet - some bld glass & china - pitcher
& bowl set 'pink & green depression pieces - old porcelain bed pan - milk
can - lugtage - flowers 8. flower rack -toys - Christmas decorations trash compactor - lawn chairs - redwood yard furniture • large blinds -'fruit
Jars • yard tools and much morel Auction held rain or shine Not
responsible for accidents Lunch available. For more information and
our- .uction needs phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall Auctioneers
m

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tn 01281 Firm 02333
"My ..S4Arvire Doesn't Cost It Pays"

sr

as\

111261111
0
111

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

Si

I BEST COPY AN
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Forme
Fer 'Sad

Yard
Sale
Fri. a Sal
May 5 & 6
1909 Gatesborough
Circle
AntiqueS, collectibles.
household
items,
toys, games etc

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
430
Rod
Estate

Yard Sale
Rt. 4 Box 246
Murray, Ky.
From 121 S. turn
right on Locust
Grove Ch. Rd. last
house on left.
May 5-6
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

3 Family
Yard Sale
Frl. & Sat
May 5 & 6
a.m.-4 p.m.
From Murray 94 East to
497 1/4 mi to Anderson
Shores
Men & women's dolhes,
shoes, purses, jewelry.
mac
Canceled If Rain

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
YOUR
sAD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

CRAVERNS Properties
welcomes you to Lexington
by offering a variety of com
tortable & affordable living
accomodations conviently
located within walking dis
tance to UK Call us today
for your personal appointment! 606-252-5858
HALEY Appraisal Service.
call Bob Haley state certified Call 489-2266
JUST: listed 2br 1 bath,
baseboard heat, real nice
home near lake Wilson
Real Estate 753-5086
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

LAKE LOT SALE1 Homesites on -Lk- Barkley, KY
Private lake access for
$8900 with financing Free
color brochure _Call now
800-858-1323, ext 3957
Woodland acres
LAKE property 'for rent
Very nice 1br lust above
Wildcat Park, available by
week, month or year. 3BR 2
bath in Lakeway Shores,
$350/mo with lyr lease
753-2339 or 753-8767,
436-2054

BEAUTIFUL flat lot, all
underground aty utilities including gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights, located behind Gatesborough, $13,900 753-2339
NICE building lots from
$8,900 2mi S on 641 in
restricted subdivision
Owner financing- 10%
down 4 9% for five years
$18 22 per 1000 per month
Mur Cal Realty 753-4444

120 XES near Ky Lake
ramp & New Concord,
blacktop & gravel road frontage young timber, $550
per acre terms 759-1922
33 ACRES stocked take,
fenced pasture, green-..
house 1470 3br mobile
home Coleman Real Estate 753 9898
ASA
Hones
For Sale
28R 14 bath brick, very
nice, central hie, sunporch,
lust outside city, $67,900
Coleman RE 753-9898
2BR I bath cedar siding
home with detached garage Sits on 2 acres in Lynn
Grove area Has been remodeled recently, $42,000
435-4399
2BR cottage near Ky Lake.
$49,500 Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR 1 bath log home. 1250
sq ft central h/a, vaulted
ceilings, great room with
fireplace, patio area,
$62,700 489-6075

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561
3BR 2 bath, city water,
central hi& will sell or trade
for mobile home 489-2161
after 7pm.
38A1.2 bath.dupkm. double
carport on Southwood Dr
753:9794.
3BR 2 bath brick home
recently remodeled in town,
central gas heat air.
$78,200. Call 753-6098.
3BR duplex for sale.
753-5114 or 753-7947
BE the first owner of a 2
story brick home in a prime
city subdivision 4BR, 2'4
baths, features. Marvin
windows, 17ft foyer ceiling,
white kitchen., columns.
fireplace, tile and hardwood
floors, cultured marble, hot
tub. deck & more. Call
-759-2571, 435-4013 or
435-4040.
BY owner. Beautiful 3br 2
bath home with 2 car garage in Canterbury Subdivision &Am 1986 Approximately 2000 sq ft hying
area Freshly painted inside and out, with cedar
privacy fence in back yard.
$99.500 Call 753-3840 for
appt

1984 HONDA Accord
loaded. excellent condition
new ores. well kept, regu
tarty serviced, 165,XXX
road miles 759 9600
$2,500 must seel

Al Al A TREE SERVICE.
hedge trimming, landscaping mulching & mulch hauling, gutter cleaning Cleanup iunk garbage Odd fobs,
also AI houserild moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

1985 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham 2dr. V 8. new
battery well serviced must A 1 Tree professionals
sell, $2,350 or best otter Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray Calio
527-8905
way County since 1980
1986 CADILLAC Sedan Free estimates 436 2247
DeVille, beige leather in- or 492-8737
terior,air, exceptionally ALL around hauling, mowclean. $4,200 759-1605
ing. tree work, iunk dean
1986 PONTIAC 6000 tour up, cleaning out gutters.
door, auto pis. p/b, new Joe 436-2867
motor and transmission, ANTIQUE refinishing, furgood condition Affordable niture repair & custom
at $1,600 Books for woodworking 753-8056
Call
$ 2. 300
(502)969-0010 Leave APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
menage
manufacturers All work
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am and parts warranted Ask
automatic. air, 2dr, sunroof, for Andy at The Appliance
black excellent condition
Works, 753 2455
759-4081
1989 PONTIAC Grand Am, APPLtANCE SERVICE
great oondibon. $5,500 or Kenmore Westinghouse,
best offer 527-5195 or Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
759-3021
HOPPER, 436-5848
1992 TOYOTA Paseo red,
5sp tape deck & CD player, ARRONS Handyman Co
remodeling and repairs,
50,XXX miles, $8,900
odd
sobs, screen porches,
759-1992
decks, electrical etc
1994 CAMARO Z28, blue, 474 8534
loaded, lady driven asking
$17,500 Phone Frankfort ASPHALT driveway, sealing . free estimates
502 227 8015
753 2279
FOR sale 1995 Mitsibishi
BACKHOE
SERVICE
3000GT SL burgandy with
grey leather interior, Sap, BRENT ALLEN septic tank
asking $22,000 Call installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
753-8341
BACKHOE
Service - ROY
SPECIAL. 1988 Mercury
Sable exfricléan. fully HILL Septic system, driveequipped, Michelin tires, ways, hauling, foundations,
70,XXX miles, may-be seen etc.. 759-4664.
at Mickey Boggess Motor BACKHOE Service, comSales. Hwy 121N. plete foundations, septic
759-1882 or weekends systems R H.Nesbitt, Con753-4978
struction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221.
495
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
Installation and repair, all
Vans
work guaranteed
1985 BLUE Chevy raised 753-1134 or 436-5832.
roof Gladiator conversion
van, with lots of extras, BUSHHOGGING gardens.
kcal,one owner, make of- plowed disked, driveways
fer. Call Bill Kopperud graded. 437-4030
753-1222 day. 753-6620 CAMCORDER repair &
evening.
microwave repair Wood
1989 FORD -Aerostat -Van; VCR Service Center.
V-6, .auto, air, pis. pit) 753-0530
cruise, am/fm tape. CARPORTS for cars and
110,XXX miles, $4,150. trucks Special sizes for
4365610
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality. excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Four Star
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Evorlock Vinyl
Underpinning
Lifetime Warranty
14x70 20- lug hem
$364.00
K Rock Undereonn4^9
Silver & While Rod
Coaongs
Doors Windows
Bathtubs
Decks, Treated Lumber,
Handrails Banister or
Lattice
4 x 8 - $275.00
6 x 10 - 8425.00
10 x 16 - $775.00
Metal Roofs 0.itar Deck
Available
5 mites south of Murray
on 641 Hwy
(502) 492-00841

J & J Lawn Maintenance,
dependable, reliable, reasonable rates, big or small
lobs 502 753 0384
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery. Murray,
KY 436-5560
LAMB Brothers Tree Service. 502-436-5744.

Business on
a Budget?

Tree ServIce c'eaNc se'vte

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

A & J Lawn Care
For Your Lawn Care Needs
You Can Depend On Us

492-8707

Attention
Class; ted Advertisers!

Tr

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
0°

errtip Op And Soo Ow Showroom •
406 Sento" • Worry fied Dow, Snail
1.
753-5940
'
ie.'11\2-.....e0ab-

11 PORO

Escort &c
cruise 4dr runs well
$I 500 obo 753 3713

A and A Lallts lawn mow
mg light hauling pm torn
ming Mark 436 2528
ALAN S lawn mowing &
weed eating 753 8

Faith Holley, a member of Sigma Alpha iota, the music fraternity at Murray State University, Instructs Stephanie Finch, a third grader at Murray
Christian Academy, In playing the trumpet. Members of the fraternity
came to the school recently to demonstrate various instruments in preparation for the beginning band program which will be offered next fall
for fifth and sixth graders and fourth graders who have had at least one
year of piano lessons.

It was the custom in the Roman Empire to bring
along some of the old hearth fire when moving from
one home to another.
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Never-Say-Die Spirit
South dealer,
North-South vulnerable.

Only $6 A Week!
(Minimum of rigivecks)
New rate effective April 1, 19Qc

Stop by our office today or dial 753-1916

FRIDAY.\LAY 5. 1995
ti-or NOUr person:MA:41 d,,ii leant. Piton limo...cope. based on Sour 0%Sn
date of birth. call I -9110-9SS 77SX. Your phone company will bill sou 99
cents a minute.)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YF AR OF 1-OUR LIFT:

first: concentrate on work? Es-ening
hours la% or a Se1111111011a1
Your interest in making a fresh start de/SOtis.
will he rewarded. Go ahead and try
X'W() Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
something nest . Iktenuination and
ProfII trom an older person's experipersistence still put . oti ahead of ence. Those ss ho work behind the,
ans competitors. Recent ins eslments scenes cap show you w ass to heat
still show a- return.by the clui tit.the
the high cost of lit mg. Travel is hest. •
year. Once 1906 gets into lull
postponed. See what you can to
%ing. romance seems ii kel it) beaunts sour living quarters.
develop in It a permaneni commit
ILIRRA (Sept. 23-0o; 221: It is
Inent. Aspic] repeating p.rst mis
normal to liase mixed-emotions
Alvin a real estate deal. Seek e‘pert
take
(i'.1.1.:1IR!TIES HORN ON
ads ice. li !nighl he hest to sta%
THIS DAT F.: comedian \1 it
%% here 511t1 ate and_ ins est m a reno_
acness I lila YOlhers. h initial
alum. Romance takes a..,..tirprhang
1st Nellie.B1s. St rim- Karl Alas.
111111 tonight.
.
ARIES March 21- April 19):
SCORPIO iekt. 2.14Nos. 211:
Plans you outline now can he ot Close friends share an interesting
great salue in the coming sears. Be secret. 1 on garn IseshAnsights
careful not to neglect your artisin.
ter milinr a 'possible soluttim to an
talents. this esslimg could he ihe old prol)lcm. Keep your long-term
right time 10 announce an os cultic 4...arcer goals in mind.
romantic. decision.
SAGITTARIUS (Not. 22-Dec.
- TAURUS tApril 20 201: 21 Take a delicate situation one
Busing and selling :wilt ities Linos
step at a time. A new phase in your
favorable influences todas. 't on al) prolessional or domestic life requires
take special pride in a wolk related special comprinnises. Gise priority
ascomplishment. I nusual menial to ongoing Millet:Is %Slide slots Is
rapport could lead to robiance
\seeding our tt in I papers and files.
Sonietnie .,1111 [lase k tun% n Ii r
ring
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Legal documents. work conGEMINI ( \lac 21 -June 2111: tracts and 'important correspondence
Your tt kirk k,id has,increased hut so are in the spotlight. Seek varlets.
hat e your chances to improve the .i: rock tic and change. Travel enjoys
bottom line. An agreement can he Lit orahle influenCt: this tteekend.
finali/ed with better terms than you
AQUARIUS 1.1an. 21)-Feb. 18):
es er dreamed possible. Romance 1)o not reis on financial athate from
May he in tot s011le surprises.
friends: Ihey are unlikely to know
June 21 Jul\ 22
the full still's. Romance c6tild be
Suggestions made to y our Male quite eldulatating now. Travel looks
strike a responsisi-chord. Although
promising for those who already
you mat he dreaming ill tar oft
hase resersations. Check- denarture
places. sour Imams.. indicate it
tin it's.
%mild he best to stay •homc and
PISCES Il'els.'19-March 20):
work hard for a promotion.
(wird both your reputation oil your
hills 2.- Aug. 221: Some
s aluahles tiiday. Attempts to pick up
conlusion could comphcate the
still he unsuccessful.
morning hours. You may be keeping
.-\ irtiste alls• itra.s has e the 4t1ssfer
au eye on the clock because ot ;et
_question, Listen to thesonIt)
lain romantic plans. Put 14.1 things cems iii 'stair olkprirtg.
TODArS CHILDREN are 'Mal 10 .1 I:11111. s ICS% in); those they like
through tow k 011“4.31 glasses. Parents %shit 115 Iii mieriere %,) ith these children' I nentklirps ale
ine tot nimble_
irtilkiggANt bsuolynt. thew
.1.11111:411‘
hum the midnight oil to attain Men goals ttnly
e ess of
modest /14 inild keep these t liddren hum I c eit tit Ilte ret 01/1111100 they
&Nerve, ken though ihes knou the ansueis. these %ell -effacing Nies seldom raise their hand. m the t lasso tom of hitaullis en
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But South was not the type to
give up easily. He could see that if
NORTH
the opponent, who held the spade
-46- Q-85 3
king was short in clubs, he might
LAWN care, mowing & trim-,
V A,)2
still make the contract with careful
ming. 436-2528.
•-IC 6 4
play.
4 K 83
Accordingly, at trick three demowed
LAWNS
WEST
clarer led a heart to the ace and
(502)759-3133
•K IQ
4.1
ruffed a heart. He then overtook the
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
Q 9 fi 4 •
10
7
6
3
diamond
jack with the king and
homes,
houses, mobile
•7 2
ruffed dummy's last heart. Next he
brick & vinyl, buildings, • 10985 3
Q 1096 2 cashed the ace of diamonds and A-K
R V.'s, sidewalks, free esti- 4',J4
SOUTH
mates (502)753-6490
of clubs.
•A 9 7 6 4 2
By this time,having stripped both
LICENSED for electric and
V-8
his own hand and dummy of hearts
gas 753-7203
• A Q .1
and diamonds, South was in posiMARC'S lawn service.
+A 7 5
tion to make the contract if it could
753-6226, 753-4168.
The bidding:
be made. And so, at trick ten, holdMOODY'S .mower repair, South West
North East
ing three trumps and a losing club in
pick-up and delivery. 1 46
Pass
3
Pass
each hand, he exited with a trump,
•••11..
753-5668..
64
linger§ firmly crossed.
As he had hoped, the opponent
MULCH, delivered Murray Operiing lead -ten of diamonds.
area 436-5560
with the high tramp-West in this
One typical characteristic of a -case - had started with only two
PAINTING int., ext._ an
winning
player is his steadfast re- clubs. After winning the trick he was
repair,
types of home
free
estimates. Call anytime fusal to concede defeat regardless of forced to return either a diamond or
how bleak the outlook might he.This a heart,permitting South to discard436-5032.
never-say-die attitude enabled South
a club from one hand while ruffinin
PAINTING. Interior, eaterto bring home a seemingly hopeless the other, and the slam was home.
tor, quality work, reasonNote that ifdeclarer had nottaken
able rates, since 1985. • slam in today's deal.
Declarer won the diamond lead the steps necessary to set up the
911-247-3089 (Puryear).
with the queen and cashed the ace of ruff-and-discard position -all based
PLUMBING repairman with
spade, hoping the king would fall. (in the hope that the clubs would be
same day service. Call
When it didn't,the slam appeared to favorably divided for him - the
436-5255be doomed,since a club loser seemed slam would hav`e failed and South
RIDA'S Machine Quilting, inevitable.
would have been 1,730 points poorer.
choice of patterns Phone
502-759-2479, Murray. Ky
Tomorrow: Test your play.
LAMB'S tree !Mulling
436-2269 FAO

Ross Roofing

4-1"14';

arid
feet

HERE it isl Reliable, efficient lawn mowing at a
reasonable price Call
Joe's Mowing Service,
753-5643 for residential
and commercial lawns

CARROLL'S Custom gar1984 JEEP Cherokee 4wd, den tilling, grader blade
price. $2,150 759-9711
work, bush hogging lots,
free
estimates
1986 S-10 BLAZER Call
502 492 8622
CONDOMINIUM 1380 sq
435-4186 and leave
ft with garage, low utilities, message
CHIN Chim Chimney
luxurious living.3br, 2 bath
Sweeps
has 10% senior
1989 NISSAN . hardbody
NICE high lot. 110x217 in 753-3293
truck with bed top, good -citizen discounts We sell
Misty Meadows next to
chimney caps and screens
DUPLEX with $660/mo in- condition, one
owner, very
Oaks Country Club
435-4191
come.631 N 4th, large lot, well maintained
Call
753-5691.
$44.900 753-2339 or 753-5758 before 8pm
C & L LANDSCAPING RILEY Remodeling & ConSOUTHWEST area 14 436-2054
4500 burgandy, 5sp, with spring time cleanup, tree struction Garages, addiacre building lots, 200tt
air
removal and trimming, tions, porches, decks, roofFOR Investors. 2812 sq ft
frontage restricted.
mulching , or. hauling
20 ing, vinyl siding & trim, re.
$12 500 _435 4548 after new duplex, Fall Brook. 1991 FORD F250 auto,pls.
year's
experience and free placement ,windows
Rental
Sui,
income
pb.
dual
tanks, new tires.
5pm
$1100 mo. Price $123.000
Owner Jerry Riley, Phone
V8. white Looks & runs estimates Call 492-8254
492 8516 or 762-7221
502-489-2907.
ne I
$ 7 6 50
502-875
4050
dealer
NEW 3br homes priced in
ROCKY Colson home re70's & 80's financing availpair, plumbing, roofing, sid1 TON 1978 Chevy dump
Residential-C
ommercial
able will consider trade
ing Fri additions. M type
truck Leis that 50,000
References
753 3672 after 5pm
home & mobile home remiles 502-753-5561
Free Estimates
pair. Free estimates
NEW affordable homes. 75 CJ5 JEEP 360. 3sp
Fully Insured
474,2307.
2-3br in aty Starts at mid runs great 753-0194, after
759-1859
50's financing available, 5pm call 759 1807
ROOFING and painting,
Run this 2x2 consistency ad lc
payments less than rent
interior- exterior etc. 25yrs
Sidewalks storm sewers.
Classifieds every day.. including
COOKSEY'S Plumbing experience, 10% discount
curbs & all underground
senior citizens 474-0107
the Shopper. for $175 a month
service 436-2667
utilities 753-4444
(pod in advance),
COUNTERTOPS: custom. SEAMLESS gutters in;,,-;•co iffective April
••
995
NEW home 3br 2 bath on 1 1974 23FT PROWLER Homes, trailers, offices. stalled. residential or comacre lot, priced in the 60's sleeps 7 Call after 4 30pm Wulff's Recovery, Murray. mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
Coll 753-1916 for -details.
will sell or trade 1189-2161 753-8306
436-5560
753-6433.
after. 7pm
1976 DODGE motor home, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating SUREWAY Tree & Stump
NEW home Coles Camp
18 stove., refrigerator, and Coding Service Com- Removal Insured with full
ground Rd 3br 2 bath. cen- shower, sleeps 4. runs plete instaltabon and ser- -line of equipment Free estral gas & electric. 1900sq ft good roof air. awning. vice
Call Gary at timates Day or night,
Tree ramming
Service )..\!1Broo
living area on 1 22 acres. $3.300, can see at yard 759-4754
753-5484.
nice Call Mur Cal Realty sale Sat May 6, 900 StratCUSTOM
Tree Remora+
bulldozing
and
Estraes
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
753 4444
ford 753-1205 after 6pm
backhoe work, septic sys- aluminum gutters, variety
Lindscaping
4011 Siryce
NICE 2br 1 bath double 29 AIRSTREAM
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm, of colors. Licensed, inrear bath.
garage. large lot. 1 (block new interior
sured Estutlate available.
all systems Horace Sholar
from lake, Blood River boat work, road
759-4690. .
ready
CUSTOM
tilling
&
small
dock 436-5321
753-0114
L.OtHat,ifig Etc
bush hogging 489-2995.
VCR REPAIR. Wood VCR
PRICE reduced' 38R 2
32 FOOT 'Holiday camper DAVID'S cleaning ser- Service Center, cleaningOviie•C & Operated By TIM LAMB
bath with large yard & stor
$3000 Serious Inquires vices. We cliien vinyl, brick, servicing $15; most repairs
age 9mi on 121N $64900
Licensed
Insured
only 502-759-4414
drive ways, sidewalks, mo- $35. Free estimates.Route
489 2296
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
bile homes, R V 759-4734
Mon -Fri 753-0530.
520
D & 0 lawn care. free-estiBoss
WINDOW & door repair &
mates 489-2296
& Motors
repiniment Senior Cit
DRYWALL, finishing, re- discount 759-1799
14 FOOT Cherokee, 1986
1982 HONDA 750 Nightpairs, additions and blow
30hp electric start Johnson ing ceilings
YARD mowing, free estihawk, excellent condition
753-4761
motor, casting deck, conmates 753-6344
road ready. '$1,250
sole remote trolling motor. EXPERIENCED drywall
753 0g95 after .5pm
LCR, exoellenb condition finishing References avail- YARD mowing, weedeat1987 YAMAHA Warrior 489-2018
able Call Jerry Perkins at ing blade work, free estimates. Phone 489-2077 aflooks and runs great make
436 2060
ter 6pm
offer 435-4003 or 1980 VIP 16ft run about
90hp Johnson, looks good, HANDY ,man Plumbing
435 4511
runs great $2000 obo painting, wallpaper, trtie &
1993 HONDA CBR600 F2
carpentry work Call Ken
759-9196
• • 474 2131
$5200 7537934
Owner
FOR sale 12ft aluminum
Alan Martin
1994 YAMAHA Timber
boat with bailer, also have
FREE kittens Call after
trolling motor 753-2605
wolf, 250cc like new
7pm 753-6348
•$30001irm 759-9196
RANGER 330V bass boat
LIKE new 199.1- &auks DR -4986 150HP Mariner Meg
num motor, stainless steel
250 on and off road bike
only., 2 COO milet $I 900
prop 12 24 motor guide
753(2707
trolling motor, 3 new bane
nes Eagle electronics very
Chel-A-Service is a handy clip-out
CuSF011 sOTCMEN,CAElairf TS
YAMAHA moped, $325
pica, $7900 492 8600
CuSTOIM w000wonsueic
section running each Monday in
Call-7$3 8694 or 136 2458
' the classifieds. You get a 2x1
All Types Of
display ad, regularly priced at
Custom WoodwoVing
S1200, for
and

Your Ad
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Be Here!
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LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
i„ 1),.
that his plotil, in
atitirt.sseil
Alt.aiitt
1.011 1100 I 11.0.' 14. 1.111 Up
_
with hisatita
First .iii
1111i1
I
hi. has hell ilunkitu... 5% iii until to. ,
sober and in .1 lt111 Mal 1111,i'sy 111111

Peter 11. Gott.
hus
DEAR DR GI FIT i nehew
band has a set ere drinking problem
lie drinks about a halt gallon ol wine a
day-. indicating it is good tor his heart
However. during his drinking time.
he's abusive. smears and is generally
unpleasant At other times. he looks
and acts pretty- good now can I pro
Niel my family from his outbursts'

ray
ilty
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Iii /.....014
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No person should hate to live with
an abusive spouse Many alcoholics
behave normally when Ihey are sober.
however, after a few drinks. they may
turn from a Dr Hyde to a Mr Jekyll./
much like the literary character crcal
ed hy Robert Louis St it ,'Ilsflhl ill,
minute a respiinsible cauen. the tit'xt.
a malevolent monster Eventually.
your husband may r11111e to reali/e
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DEAR READER Inasmuch as yamhusband's drinking has progressed to
the point that it is altecting his family.
I think its fair to assume that he is an
alcoholic Once you art, able to acript
this probability.. you are in a position
to make chiaces and get help
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In tour discussions with your hu,
band you can point (nit that alctihol is
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Murray State University Alumni
glas, Austin. Hazel, Fawn and
Association.
Lynn Grove.
Calloway County High School
Registration for Sigma KinderBand, directed by Terry Goodganen of Sigma Department of
win, has been selected to appear
Murray Woman's Club will be
in the Cotton Carnival Festival at
May 8 at Robertson School.
Memphis, Tenn., May 8, 9 and
according to Mrs. Bailey -Gore.
10.
Kindergarten secretary.
Alene Paschall, senior at Cab Patsy Spann. daughter of Mr.
way County High School, has
and Mrs. Cross Spann. and Claubeen presented a $100 scholardine (Shorty) White. daughter of
ship by Hazel Woman's Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack White, all of
New club officers are Mrs. Jackie
Murray, have been elected as
Butterworth, Mrs. Max Parks, cheerleaders at Murray State
Mrs. Bob Washer, Mrs. Harold
College.
Wilkinson, Mrs. Gerald Ray and
Forty years ago
Mrs. Tommy Paschall.
Mrs. Alice Steely, a member of
Mrs. Bobby Malone, Mrs. Gil
Paris Road Homemakers Club.
Mathis, Mrs. Wayne Sheeks and
has been chosen as Master Farm
Mrs. James Armbruster are new
Homemaker of Calloway County
officers of Murray State UniverUnited Church Women of Murray and Calloway County
sity Women's Society.
observed May Fellowship Day
Thirty years ago
with a program on "The ResponCalloway County Nutrition
Committee will display the sible Chnstian Family" _led by
school and grade winners of Mrs. N.P. Hutson. leader. at First
Breakfast Poster Contest that was -Methodist Church, Murray, on
sponsored by Ryan Milk Com- May 6.
Births reported at Murray Hospany in the windows of Murray
merchants. These are by students pital include a boy to Mr: and
-from New Concord, Alm, Mrs. James Puckett.
Murray High School Tigers
Robertson, Carter, Kirksey, Doubeat Salem 7 to 3 in a baseball
game with Tommy Wells as MurTODAY IN HISTORY
ray pitcher.
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 4, the 124th day of 1995. There are 241
DEAR ABBY
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
- it
DEAR ABBY It ha, Ii
Twenty-five years ago, on May 4, 1970, OhiyNational Guardsmen
that you don't really kflink •',plc
until you've lived with them. hot
opened fire on 'a crowd of anti-war protesters Kent State University,
that's like putting the tart before
killing four students and wounding nine others.
the horse
On this date:
hr th•The process of dating
In 1626, Dutch explorer peter Minuit landed on present-day Manpurpose of getting to know a per,on
•hattan Island.'
It is a time for sharing likt., and
In 1776, Rhode Island declared its freedom from England. two
dislikes, beliefs. habits and'fauln,.
months before the Declaration of
of,, Independence was adopted.
as well as good characteristics
In 1886, at Haymarket Square in
a labor demonstration for
Each situation, whether a dinner
date. movie date. sporting eveot.
an eight-hour work day turned into a riot when a bomb exploded.
In 1916, responding to a demand from President Wilson, Germany.. picnic, church service, a gilITIV
cards, a day at the beach or amuse
agreed to limit its submarine warfare, thereby averting a diplomatic'
ment park. cooking together. pr,
bre.lk with Washington.
•
F.ents ddifferent "atmosphere
In 1927, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences was
- The longer the relation-dhip
founded.
endures, the more opporturiow,
In 1932, mobster Al Capone, convicted of income-tax evasion,
detect charactenstics of honesty
entered the federal penitentiary in Atlanta.
dishonesty.
,..pialousv. pos,essice
netts, tenderness. cruelty. etc
'
In 1942, the Battle of the Coral Sea, the first naval clash fought
All of this can be done- witholit
entirely with carrier aircraft, began during World War II.
sexual relationship
In 1945, 50 years ago, during World War II, German forces in the
When and,if both part ii'- arrive
Netherlands. Denmark and northwest Germany agreed to surrender.
'at the conclusion that this is rl
In 1946, a two-day riot at Alcatraz prison in San Francisco Bay
ing love -- not lust eir in
ended, the violence having claimed the lives of five people.
then a marriage commit
-••
In 1961, a group of "Freedom Riders" left Washington for New.
be made.
Orleans to challenge racial segregation in interstate,, buses and bus
I do not want someone's reietted
lover after they have lived together
terminals.
-- and then discovered it was no
In 1980, Marshal Josfp Broz Tito, president of Yugoslavia, died
good
three days before his 88th birthday.
WE'RE WAITING IN FLORIDA
In 1989, fired White House aide Oliver North was convicted of
-shredding documents and two other crimes andacquitted'of nine other
DEAR WAITING: Congratulacharges stemming front the Iran-Contra affair. (However, the three
tions. Obviously, the more expoconvictions were overturned on appeal.)
•
-sure, the better the opportunit•
to observe the potential mate. I
Ten years ago: Western leaders wrapped up a summit in Bonn by
am reminded of the old saying,
urging a "substantial reduction" in barriers to Tree trade. Spend a
"If you want to know how a man
Buck won the 115th Kentucky Derby at Churchill Downs.
will treat his wife, take careful
Five years ago: The South African government and the African
notice of how he treats his
National Congress concluded historic talks in Cape Town with a joint
mother and his sister." And the
statement agreeing on a "common commitment toward the resolution
same can be said about women
of the existing climate of violence."
.
and how they treat the men in
their lives.
One year ago: Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and PLO. letder
Yasser Arafat signed a historic accord on Palestinian autonomy that
* • *
granted self-rale in the Gaza Strip -and Jericho.
Today's Birthdays: The president of Egypt, Hosni Mubarak, is 67.
DEAR ABBY: This is in respon,e
Jazz musician Maynard Ferguson is 67. Opera singer Roberta Peters is
to the person who received an univu65. Singer Jackie Jackson is 44. Country singer Randy Travis is 36.
tation to a wedding, and later
Thought for Today: "Love illblind: friendship Closes its eyes."
learned that the bridal (IMO. hid
-Anonymous.
sent out two sets of invitations Ten years ago
Dr. Michael T. Ridley, oral
surgeon at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital since 1978, has
been elected • president of Kentucky Society of- Oral Surgeons
for 1985-86.
Murray Kiwanis Club will hold
its annual Senior Recognition
Dinner for the top seniors at Calloway County High School and
Murray High School on May 16
at MHS cafeteria.
Recent births reported inclutie
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Anderson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Crouch, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Breeden, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Driver, April
25; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Knight, April 26; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ronell Riggins, twin
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Pardue, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Skelton, April 27.
Twenty years ago
Neale S. Mason, assistancprolessor of music, Naomi Rogers,
cashier in business office, and
W.H. Crutcher, foreman of heating plant are pictured being presented 25-year service awards by

CROSSWORDS

EvEmirroc.

41 Resort
42 Egyptian
lizard
43 Distress
signal
44 Pieces out
45 Football
score labbr
47 lurch
49 Rule
53 Filmdom s
L awrence
of Arabia
57 Summer
cooler
58 Inactive
60 Wink rapidly
61 Asian holiday
62 Jaunty
63 Anger

ACROSS
1
- Stop4 - Lee Curbs

Clear
Day12 Enzyme
13 Roman
official
14 Marry
15 Paid
attention
17 'Scruples'
author
19 Heroic in
scale
21 Switch
_position
22 Door clasp
25 DresS up
page
27 - 31 Rower s
need
32 Convert to
•
cash
34 Three-toed
' sloth
35 - Paulo
36 Chemical
suffix
37 Silver symbol
38 Leanness
9
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8 Architect
Saannen
9 Possess
10 Seine
11 Axlike tool
16 New socialite
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cathode

humbug
2 Utilize
3 Observe
4 Military
vehicle
5 Extensions
6 note of scale
7 Kind
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20 - au vin
22 Cuddly
animal _
23 Water nymph
24 Alternative
word
26 Chance
assumptions
28 Ma s partner
29 Storehouse
-30 Painter of
ballerinas
32 Medieval
poem
33 Those
holding Office
35 Skim
39 South of
Sask
40 Dawn
goddess
41 Koufax ID
44 The self
46 Trickle
48'Lawyer
iabbr
49 Channel
50.Lyric poem
51 Animardoc
52 Compass
point
.•
54 Kimono sash
65 Housonold

56 raltsiin
season
59 Tbutonic deity

one for a church ceremony. followed
by a dinner, the other for a dance
with cake, punch and a cash bar
'You agreed with the writer in
'assuming that the newlyweds wanted as many gifts as possible
I disagree. I am being married
next year. and I come from a very
religious family. They'd be upset
attending an affair where alcOhnl i.
served.
However, my fiance and hi, family enjoy alcohol, and they v..ouldtue
very disappointed if alcohol was riof
served. Most of our friends also
drink alcohOrso I can understand
why a couple might have two receptions.
Here's my solution I will have
two receptions, and I'll leave it to
my guests to decide which one they
want to attend - and if I end up
with a lot of gifts, all the better for
me!
PROBLEM SOLVED
IN YORK. PA

DEAR ABBY After seeing the
items in your column about names
that fit occupations, I took a quick
glance through the directory of the
Veterinary Medical Associatn.ii
found vetennanans with these last
names: Batz. Beaver. Bird, Caitt,
Hogg, Lamb and Wolf,- to name a
few
As for -my own last -name. I just
tell people it's a good thing I don't
work with pigs
LYNDA BACON. D V M .
LAWRENCEVILLE4

To order "How to Write Letters for All
Occasions." send • business.sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 4$4.30 in Canada' to: Dear
Abby. Letter Booklet, P.O. Bo: 117.
Mount Morris, IN, 1110811144:. 'Postai,' is
included.,
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TIMES

DEATHS

•

Lloyd Wilkerson

Mrs. Katherine Duncan

Lloyd Wilkerson, 73, Rt. 1, Dexter, died today, Thursday. May 4,
1995, at 12:45 a.m. at his home.
Born March 29, 1922, in Newark, Ark., he was the son of the late
James Henry William Lester Wilkerson and Arlie Smith Wilkerson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Marsh Wilkerson, to whom
he was married on March 7, 1942; two daughters, Mrs. Louritta Steelman and husband, Robert, Puryear, Tenn., and Mrs. Judy Clark and
husband, Robert, Rt. 1, Dexter; two sons, James L. Wilkerson and
wife, Maria, Rolla, Mo., and Theodore Wilkerson and wife, Kathy,
Gas City, Ind.; 11 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Telous William Clayton
Telous William Clayton, 70, of 708 Franklin Dr., Paris, Tenn.,
died
Tuesday, May 2, 1995, at 5:30 p.m. from an apparent heart attack
in
the Emergency Room of Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
He had worked at Murray Division of Tappan Company for
30
years. A former employee of Cashway Building Products, Paris
Building Supply, he was a member of Trinity United Methodist Church
,
Paris.
Born April 1, 1925, in Clayton Town Community of Henry County
,
Tenn., he was the son of the late Tollic Mason Clayton and Stella
Mac
Canady Clayton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mayme Margaret Sutton, to whom
he was married on Dec. 12, 1942; two sons, Larry Clayton and
wife,
Angela, and Johnny Clayton, Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Estelle
Smith, Piedmont, Mo.; one brother, Robert Charlie Clayton
, Paris,
Tenn.; two grandchildren, Gary Clayton and wife, Madonna, and
Chad
Clayton, Paris; three great-grandchildren, Bryan Clayton and
David
and Amanda Cole.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris. The Rev. Jim Alford and Gary S. Collier
will
officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Larry Wilson, Paul Vilafor, Herman
Wilson, Cleo Hosford, Dwayne Evans and Leonard Mathis.
Honorary
pallbearers will be Russell Ramsey anti members of Men's
Bible
Class at Trinity Church. Burial will follow in Hillcrest Cemete
ry.
Friends may call at the funeral home untir8 p.m. tonight (Thurs
day)
and after 9 a.m. Friday.

The funeral for Voris Fields Utley will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks, Mark
Hurt and Gary Knuckles will officiate. Burial will follow in Wadesboro Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
ExIrressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Hardin
Church of Christ or to the Alzheimer's Association, Lonisville Chapttper, P.O. Box 6568,. Louisville, KY 40206-0568.
Mr. Utley, 88, Hardin, died Monday, May 1, 1995, at 11:08 a.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Louise Hughes Utley; one daughter, Mrs. Linda Thompson, Nashville, Tenn.; one son, Dr. Tom Utley,
Southhaven, Miss.; five grandchildren, Gary White, Charlotte,
N.C.,
Leslie White and Lindsey White, Nashville, Andrea Reed,
Benton,
and Nina Smith, Paducah; three great-grandchildren; one stepgrea
tgrandchild.

Rudy Lee McDougal

Frank Roberts

Funeral rites for Rudy Lee McDougal will be Friday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Dr. Greg Earwood and
G.T. Moody will officiate.
Members of Baraca Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church
will serve as an honorary group. Burial
follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. McDougal, 86, Murray, died Tuesday, May 2, 1995, at 8:50
p.m. at West View Nursing Home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Jane McDougal; one son,
Bill NIcDougal and wife, Jo. Murray; five grandchildren, Teresa Allen
and husband, Doug, Angie Johnson and husband, Kevin, and Mark
McDougal, all of Murray, Mike McDougal and wife, Jocann, Dallas,
Texas, and Billy Joe (Bo) McDougal and wife, Lois, Jacksonville,
Fla.: six great-grandchildren, Shane Butler and wife, Michelle, Murray. Michelle Jackson and husband, Kirk, Oxford, Miss., Jeremy:
and
Brian Countryman, Jacksonville, and Evan and Eric Allen,
Princeton:
Iwo great-great-grandchildren, Alex and Tylor Jackson, Oxford,
Miss.

Mrs. Alma Odell King
The funeral for Mrs. Alma Odell King will be Friday
at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Garry
Evans and John
Dale will officiate. Singing will be by singers from
Glendale Road
Church of Christ. Burial will follow in Murray Memori
al Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6 to
8 p.m. today
(Thursday).
Mrs. King, South 16th Street, Murray, died Tuesday
, May 2, 1995,
at 1:55 a.m. at Murray -Calloway County Hospita
l.

Landon Hansel Keesee
Services for Landon Hansel Keesee will be
Friday at 10:30 a.m, in
the chapel of 4.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
The Rev. David Brasher
wiII officiate.
Grandsons will served as pallbearers. Burial
will follow in Elm
Grove Cemtery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from
5 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday:).
Expressions of sympathy may be in the form
of donations to the
Angel Fund of Calloway County Family
Resource Center, East
Elementary School, Rt. 6. Box 57Aa, Murray,
KY 42071.
Mr. Keesee, 92, Rt. 6, Murray, Elm Grove commun
ity, died. Tuesday. May 2. 1995, at 6:45 a.m. at Marray-Callowa
y County Hospital.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs4Zhyllis Sadlows
ki and husband, Edward, Wilmington, Del., and 44rs. Mary E.
(Betty) Garwood
and husband, Glenn, Rt. 6, Murray: three sisters, Mrs.
Dimple Scott,
Ohio, Mrs. Grethal Hickey, Columbus. Mo., and
Mrs. Dixie Falkowski. Wilmington. Del.; six grandchildren, Craig,
Daniel, Michael and
Tom Nielson, David Keesee and Donna
Ronning; 13 greatgra mic h ildren:- •

John Thomas Hamlin
Funeral rites for John Thomas Hamlin will be Friday
at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock -Coleman Funeral Horne. John
Dale will officiate.' Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens. Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to
9 p.m. today
Thursday)
Mr. Hamlin. 72, Columbus, Ga., formerly of Murray
, died Tuesday,
2, 4995, at 519 a.m at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joyce Todd Hamlin;
one daughter,
Mrs. Donna Lee Hunt and husband, Mike, and
one granddaughter,
Amy Denise Carroll. Paducah; one son, Charles
Hamlin and wife,
Ruthic, and one brother, Richard A. Hamlin, Columb
us, Ga.: one stepdaukhter. Lisa Stanhope, Murray; three stepsons, Myles
Barnett and
Jayson Kelley, Murray, and Jimmy Kelley, Panama
City, Fla.; four
stepgrandchildren.

Every Day
In May!
Ruff Hewn' Knits
Only

Basic Shorts

he has • also been named to
several honor societies including
Omicron Delta Kappa, Alpha Chi,
Gamma Beta Phi, and. Alpha
Lamtlda Delta, as well as the national honorary art fraternity, Kappa
Pi, for which she served as vice
president in 1992. In addition, her
biography is listed- in the 1994
edition of Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and
Colleges.
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Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

•

RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
•• Clean, DeliCtitlable Car%
• Call Us 1 or Rates

Dow JOINS Ind. A%g.
-3.11
•
DJIA Previous Ckwe ........4373.14 Pnces as of 9 a.m.
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'Hilliard Lyons Is 8 market Maker In thus stock
UNC-prIce unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY .12071
(502) 753-3366

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.
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HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

753-4461
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Mon.-Frl. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Sale !tenni Cash & Carry

YERS umber Co.
Good Thru 5/9,95

500 South 4th, Murray

(502)753-6450

5 Gal

4 x 8

Driveway
Sealer

Treated
Lattice
$749

'699

Computerized Paint Color-Matching Available
Bring in your color sample, fabric or wallpaper
sample and let us match your color with

, 8 x 8
Pressure Treated

80 lb

Quikrete

GREAT VALUES 'THROUGHOUT THE STORE-EVERY DAY!
7ere Murray's Best Dressed Men Shop'

$2'
69

CORN-A• USTIN

Package
•„

-
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497°
Do It Yourself & Save

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.

Downtown

I.

.4•

We Feature Name Brand Tires
Made in the U.S.A.
Laramie - Remington
m
UMIl
al&(Y
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•

To 'gam how you can help. call the National
Committee to Prevent Child Abuse today.

Porter Paint

Basic Khaki Pants

,

Sow
US 1-2 ?NOM lbs
US 1-3 30-01 lbs
US 1.3 455.525 lbs _
US 1-3 525 sod up lbs
US 2-3 3414-50 lbs._
Boars S1 4.511-$14.54

BEFORE IT EVER STARTS.

A&A AUTO

$295°
EVERY DAY'

tn; Tommy I Whir Char & RuN

-Anyone with a question or with a
report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library may
telephone the Mayfield Social Security office at 247-8095.

j/OW YOU CAN HELP
e
STOP CHILD ABUSE

"Sculpture in Clay" will be on
view in the upper level of Clara M.
Eagle Gallery May 3-11. Family,
friends and those interested in meeting the artist are invited to a public
reception on the fifth floor lobby of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
6 p.m., Thursday, May 4.
The Eagle Gallery is open Monday, Wednesday,and Friday,from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday, from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.;
Saturday, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
and Sunday, from 1 to 4 p.m.
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Eagle Gallery to feature
ceramist, graphic artist
The work of ceramist and graphic
artist Karen Pilcher-Smith will be
featured in an exhibition at Murray
State University's Clara NI. yagle
Gallery. "Sculpture in Clay" 4i11 be
on display May 3-11.
Pilcher-Smith will graduate from
Murray State this spring with a
bachelor of fine arts degree, specializing in ceramics and graphic design. She is the daughter of David
and Carol Pilcher in Louisville.
Pilcher-Smith's works arc somewhat formalistic because of the way
she combines natural flowing organic shapes with industrial looking
geometric forms. "My works are
abstract," she said. "They: don't
depict,any particular objects, but
rather suggest associations with
things like plant and animal forms."
Using a broad array of construction, glazing and firing techniques,
Pilcher-Smith experiments with
manipulating the media and combining it with other materials such
as metal, glass and wood.While at Murray State, PilcherSmith has been named to the_Dean's
List, and has been recognized as the
-recipient of a scholarship from the
College of Fine Arts and Communication in 1993, the All-American
Scholar Collegiate Award in 199192, the Art Award for Excellence in
1991, and the prestigious Breazeale
Award for Artistic Excellence in

if survivor benefits can be paid.
.When someone in the family is
disabled, to find out if disability
benefits can be paid.
•At retirement — at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare 2 or 3 months before 65
even if there are no plans for
retirement.

HOG MARKET

-

Services for Frank Roberts will be Saturday at 2
p.m. at First
Christian Church. Dr. David Roos will officiate. Burial
will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from
5 to 9 p.m.
Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donatio
ns to First
Christian Church, Murray, where he was a member
and elder.
Mr. Roberts, 86, Murray, died Tuesday. May 2, 1995,
at 4:17 p.m.
at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Verna Robinson Roberts
; two sons,
James N. Roberts and wife, Verna, Salem, S.C., and Gerald
F. Roberts
and wife, Catherine, Berea; one sister, Mrs. Juanita
Moss, Paducah;
one brother, Hollis Roberts and wife, Heloise, Murray
; three grandchildren, Jennifer G. Roberts, Julia A. Roberts and
James B. Roberts;
two stcpgrandchildren, Adrianne Watson and Allison
Stutz.
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A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will be
in Murray at the Calloway County
Public Library on Tuesday, May 9,
10:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
•Before getting his or her first
job, because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings. Employers are required to examine a
person's Social Security card. Be
sure to apply for a number at least 2
weeks before it will be needed.
•After a death in the family to see

Mrs. Katherine Duncan, 76, Rt. 1, Dexter, died today,'Thursd
ay,
May 4, 1995, at 7 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospita
l.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and
burial arrangements.

Voris Fields Utley
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